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The Pale Grass

After Heather Cristle’s “The Actual Future”

you are a pendulum
I am the breed of necrophiliac
pale women cling to
before they utter ghost in the
muddy grass
then clouds want to tick
through dawns
for orange is their transfusion and I
touch no dark
so also I can’t permeate green
fields
soon I’ll lay aside the boughs
of their soaking lungs
the corporeal tick when I climb
into the dawn
and have to disembody clouds to
flay into fields.
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Foreword
Dear Readers,
Welcome to the Fall 2015 issue of Lewis University’s Jet Fuel Review literary
journal. We continue to be a high octane literary journal that strives to find and publish
writers and artists who show commendable skill and artistry.
As an editorial staff, we have poured over submissions from multiple voices,
mediums, and geographical regions, to complete this issue, which we feel continues
to exemplify our mission of breaking boundaries. Our featured cover art, by Deborah
Stevenson, is titled “The Discovery 2.” Though this image can be interpreted in several
ways, the editors were particularly struck by the fact that both of the characters’ faces are
obstructed in some way. The idea of writing and art being obstructed, or looked at only
through limited lenses, threatens to diminish many of the voices trying to break barriers
today.
One of the biggest obstacles our staff faced this issue occurred in the beginning
of our semester with the loss of an editor, fellow writer, and friend Lucas Boelter. He was
an exemplary voice who constantly challenged the minds of those around him with his
striking poetry and keen intellect. In remembrance and celebration of the journey of Jet
Fuel Review’s growth, a special section that includes work the journal has published since
its inception in April 2011 is featured in this anniversary issue, which has resonated with
both current and previous editors.
Within the pages of our tenth issue, readers will discover a variety of works that
will challenge some of the more accepted conventions of art and writing. Along with
our cover art by Deborah Stevenson, we also have Jenny Chi — who works in a style
reminiscent of the old master — and Lewis student Larissa Barnat — whose works display
a certain mastery of distortion. Featured writers include Lewis student Kaileen Beckman,
— her piece takes a polish proverb to knit a story — Brenda Cardenas, — whose poetry
works with intertwining languages — and other contributors such as Jason Koo, Meghan
Privitello, Adam Clay, and Christina Pugh.
Overall, Jet Fuel Review is, first and foremost, a student run journal. With the
assistance of faculty advisers, active Lewis students and alums worked meticulously this
semester to produce Issue 10. Because of the hard work and dedication of these student
editors, our literary journal continues to expand, reaching new readers and, as always,
pushing boundaries. As you read this issue, we hope that you will enjoy the selections our
editorial team has scrupulously curated for you; and, we hope you find the work diverse,
challenging, engaging, and sustaining.
Read on,
Jessica Jordan, Ashley Castillo
And the Jet Fuel Review Editors
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Carl Boon
Ellen Baker with Courbet
In a Montrouge apartment
south of Paris, Ellen Baker
paints her toenails blue
beneath a Gustave Courbet print,
a nude who straddles a man
who could be a dog, a fish,
flesh the earth’s turned homely
and gray. Ellen’s breasts
are nothing like the nude’s,
which come forth in some wild
garden near Ornans,
both alive and dead,
containers for factories,
boys on bicycles, the dancers
Degas gave us. They seem
to hold everything—even the calls
of crows at 3 a.m. Ellen’s
come to study art, to perfect
the more inside us. Still,
she’s startled by the nude,
won’t sleep again until
her breasts are finer, are
those of the women in Louisville
who stroll West Main Street
all August in floral prints.
Buttering a slice of bread,
she asks herself what it means
to make something imperfect.
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Brenda Cardenas
Inverse

(after Amy Cropper’s Inverse, painted ash and hawthorn, 2011, Lyndon Sculpture 		
Garden, Milwaukee, WI, and Ana Mendieta’s Body Tracks, paintings, 1982)

Cropper stripped the Hawthorne
of her skin, excised
arms, painted war
on her flayed torso
until she blazed—a squat flame
igniting weeds, yellow
leaves, even the snow mounting
her lap. All year long,
naked boughs glistened
like a flock of bloody wings.
But when May pushes green
through cracked lips,
blossoms from a torch
of lacquered limbs, I wait
for Ana Mendieta to step
out of the knotted wood,
trunk simmering, arms raised
in the V of freefall to our knees, broken
stems regenerating.
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Spiral Unwound from the Inside Out

(after María Magdalena Campos de Pons’ Constellation, instant color prints, 2004)
When she whirls against time,
Anansi climbs her thatch to the sky,
traps crow talk in his weave.				
		
Snagged twists, tangled kinks
grow their own feet,
arms and legs akimbo. 		
						
Her crown of serpents
uncoiling, questions
stretch across pink sand,
snap back to lasso twigs,
rinds, straw binds her nest—
a home fleeting as dream.				
Black egg waits in a branch
to hatch—feed and fly or starve,					
fall into open mouths.
		
Braids scream like sprung
whips, barbed wire, frayed
ropes flung and dangling					
J-hooks, bound loops swung.				
Whose eyes appear in clouds
floating on the skin of water?
River runs low, step its stones.
Follow the trail inked thick
as a runaway dreadlock.						
					
You may carry this knot
as blood clot or embryo.
Either way, she’ll break free. 					
Come close: hive vibrating
with sweet bees, mesh
of thorns, cyclone.						
			
Loaded ship lost in the curl
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of whitecaps, crew hurls 				
its cargo into a howling sea.
Yemayá’s winds lift you
from the waves by your tresses, 						
aerial roots rising in a lilac sky 						
until they sever the snarl at its 							
neck. Hang its gnarled head				
			
like a peach pit, a talisman.						
One day you’ll tie the banks of remember together. She’s tossed
you the cord. Hold tight.
Fading sun, island afloat
in a milky sea. She releases				
her mother’s hand, drifts away.
You keep, secret as dark				
stars or distant planets returning again to their origin.
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Chiral Formation

(after Roy Staab’s July 2012 installation on Little Lake, Lynden Sculpture Garden,
Milwaukee, WI)
Buckthorn saplings curve
into hoops, linking boughs.		
Ring around the rosy.
Four staked crowns etch
surface. Barbed shiver.
Pocket full of hands.
What do you net
in the intersect
when you walk on water?
A forest, my haunted face
crowing, cumulous algae?
Our ashes, child slim as a reed?
Where does a lemniscate drift,
chiral twin wander
when the sun falls down?
****
Down falls sun
wander in chiral
drift scate
where
reed
child
our
cumulous crowing
haunt my forest.
Walk you
intersect
Do what?
Full pock
barbed face
etch own ake
rosy round ing
ink oops			
pling.						
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Adam Clay
The Candor of Absence
Allowing the space you fill
to become less like something
vulnerable and more like
something caught in a brief
gleam of light seems enough
of an act to complete
today. At morning each
of us wake in unknowing
until the pieces lift up
from where we left
them the night before. Instead
of an elegy (an arrangement
of a puzzle that will never rise up),
there’s something to be said
for cufflinks, a meal unfinished,
and the shadow of a face
where the face should be. After
all, what’s worse: brevity
or the absence of brevity, a sun
shallow and just beyond the clouds?
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Meditation on Missing Out
When the idea arrives
you are mostly elsewhere,
not yet having noticed
the notion of forever
carved out of moments
and not years. What did you say
in the sand covered with silt?
And why? The time zones
sometimes find us rather
than us crossing them—
mornings manage nonsense
better than midday
though the eye catches light best
when there’s little light to be
caught, the darkness of night
like a poem within a poem.
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Kristina Marie Darling & John Gallaher
There was Nothing Strange About the Extra Room
Still you seemed startled when I told you about it, as though someone had placed a cold
hand on your wrist.
I tried to explain that it was only for certain occasions, like an ice storm. Or, if the need
for silence ever arose in the middle of a dinner party. Everyone else on our street had
already furnished theirs, and lined each of the drawers with silk.
Even now, you don't trust me. Here, let me unlock the cabinets and show you the silver.
The pierced tablespoons are so real, you'd never know they're a distraction.
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Drive-Thru Americana with the Chatty Ghosts
You use it like a hammer.
And if we make it to New Orleans, we can stay in a haunted mansion, where the victims of
criminal Delphine LaLaurie are said to still scream and wail at night. We can stay there if
we want. There’s a little yard and gift shop.
Things may yet turn out happy.
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Inside a Haunted Mansion, A Dimly Lit Corridor is Usually First Thing You'll See
Actually, I used it more like an axe.
When we drove through New Orleans, you mentioned the abandoned house, but you
didn't realize I'd already reserved us rooms. At first, it looked like everything was
cordoned off: the marble staircase, the anteroom, even the lavishly decorated parlor we'd
heard so much about.
It goes without saying there were a few more things you didn't know. Because it only
seemed like we were traveling, always en route to some other coast. Really, we had just
arrived, only you had no idea as you stood there in the elevator with all of your things.
And there's a reason the rooms were locked. But before I get to that, let me show you
where they keep the food. I have a feeling that you're afraid to ask.
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Chapter Two
The past reveals itself as a series of rooms opening inside a single room. At first, it looks
like something we can navigate, even though you misplaced the champagne flutes on the
night of the dinner party.
But this was before a seemingly endless series of housefires. Most of the guests had
already commented on the baroque style of the architecture, its magnificent impracticality.
Soon the dark green curtains are smoldering beside a beveled mirror, the broken
statuettes.
This is always the problem with large houses. No, this is the problem with guests, the way
they find their way into the wine cellar you forgot you ever built.
Now the sound of footsteps, a key turning in the lock—
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Darrell Dela Cruz
To Pick a Scab
is to love the contents that construct us
like the iron from the same framework.
How some specific genome connects
one form to another. A triumph of high
evolution: the denial of service when loading
a website which shows an empty tree
and I’m unable to track the birthday package
which could be hidden under the welcome
mat or in the garden with the spoiled apples.
When I return it, there shouldn’t be a restocking
fee like in the Merchant of Venice.
Only the upheld blade unable to skin.
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Home Remedy
The press of lips holds back the confession
like the moan from a mirror image that
shows the places that turned red. Jesus,
my mother prayed when the purple formed
from the unknown disease. She believed
that every illness starts through physical
contact. Boil the spoons, overlay
the sweaters, you’re too old to be kissed
on the cheek, but too young to wait for
the coin in your mouth to rust.
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Matthew Guenette
Un-Buddha
The house sitter for instance fucks up
scooping the litter box, so when we get back
the toilet is clogged with a week’s worth
of unflushed flushable litter. My wife remains calm,
ready to give an honest effort while I plunge
and plunge in an apoplectic freak-out,
just talking to myself—“Seriously? Seriously?
A monkey would know better…,” dropping bombs
left and right, assassinating
the poor, I-was-only-trying-to-help
house sitter’s character. Meanwhile, upstairs,
the kids can totally hear my act. I’m aware of this.
Even before the show is over, I know
this will be a way I’m remembered: dad
in the basement screaming at a toilet,
at a cat box, at mom’s fat scuzzy cat. Undignified
Dad. Unmindful. The un-Buddha throwing
one of his famous, short-lived,
comically outsized tantrums. When they’re grown
and out of the house and reminiscing,
they’ll recall this version of me.
They’ll laugh and send a joke tie
for Father’s Day, something patterned with cats.
Or so I hope. That’s the poem: my hoping.
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Dane Hamann
Q&A
[based on the poems in Life on Mars by Tracy K. Smith]
Question: who understands
			
the blessings of the body?

Swaying across the rocks
			
as if they were open minefields?

So those who are ageless
			
are also honeyed and gnarled?

Like a conflagration of hours?
With what fury
			

do their footsteps burn?

What will they find
			

in that molten bedlam?

Do they dare sink
			

into that weightless universe?
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The blind, dancing around
with a fistful of ocean.

Or gassing about
like runaway gods.

In theory they are everything,
the heat of all moments.
Yes, marvelous and deathless.

As if a whole country
unfurls into the sea.

A frenzy of galaxies
smiling in the darkness.

There is proof such surprises
dwindle day by day.

Q&A
[based on the poems in The City, Our City by Wayne Miller]
Question: who exists
			in the City?

How will we remember
			such strangers?

Are they occupiers, like bullets
			
wandering inside our walls?

Where can we find
			their scrawling words?

Their voices are the music
			of jittering light?

How can we preserve something
			so futureless?

What toast should we say
			
to the fervorous newcomers?

The whispered, the buoyant,
the painted, the abandoned.

With gunbarrel superstitions
and a tangle of abstractions.

No, artists of a silent language,
a dialect of fire.

In the neon of boulevards
and the sparks of subways.

Their voices are the City
unraveling in the wind.

By being blessed with the same
luminous damage.

To art, to revolution,
to beautiful alchemy.
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Q&A
[based on the poems in Fancy Beasts by Alex Lemon]
Question: how does interpreting dreams
			
clean us of cruelty?

So we upflame headfirst
			
like a sweet, holy shock?

What stops our chainsawing climb
			into moonlight?

Is it within us to love
			

the feverish grip of night?

And for the heart filled
			with extraordinary emptiness?

How do we finally welcome
			the milky-wayed midnight?

Are we deserving of such an avalanche
			
unfolding inside our bodies?
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We become fire,
grinning and ready for more.

Yes, like brass knuckles
punching zigzags through the air.

Nothing but the horrible mouth
of day.

The secret is jabbering hearts
of tar, honey, and mercury.

Neuroses, or the grace
of endless light and wind.

Gnashing painkillers,
drowning in an orchestra of bones.

Believe me,
it doesn’t really fucking matter.

Cassandra(Jing Thong) Hsiao
Ode to the Nightmarket
you are the arch nemesis of silence
armed with arguments over pricing
twelve ringgits and mai yi, song yi.
you lift pop-up canopy tents
and listen to dialects as they wrap
a twine necklace around your lips.
your native tongue takes flight.
every night, you hum an electric blue,
an orange-peel moon in your dusky hair
no stars tonight.
you expand into spaces
next to the display of Dragon Eyes fruits
you could fit a child’s silhouette
but not their shadow.
someone takes refuge there now,
to evade the smell of durians
her father—your father—is selling.
he is engaged in a bargaining battle
with a pair of fierce eyes and a sharp tongue.
you never go to sleep.
your irises reflect tinted light
from paper lanterns that cast
pink and blue hues on the woman
selling chicken sizzling in a pot of oil,
covered in flakes of gold.
she switches between Bahasa Malay
and broken English that you taught her.
you hand out samples of fingernail-sized dried fish
with invisible scales and crunchy skeletons.
your forehead is sticky with sweat
and pieces of sugar art,
spider webbing lines of sucrose
what once used to shape a panda on a stick.
a young boy buys a secondhand small rug
you knitted yourself. you threaded
your favorite triangle-square pattern
he runs his fingers through a forest
of sunset red threads that cling to his blisters.
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Jason Koo
Break of Day, The Great City [Excerpt]
I
Django is watching Joy sweep up in the garden.
The sweeping stops and he looks around, then
Back, as if hoping it will begin again.
Is she even out there anymore?
There, moving some plants around.
A blur to him through the lace of the curtains.
Now he goes to the window and paws up the pane
To peek through, then gets down and shuffles away
Before I can look up while writing this down.
Into the bedroom for a nap.
In this same silence I am reading a novel.
I lay in bed not tired anymore
But not wanting to get up,
Trying to think of something to read that would get me
Out of bed.
I thought of Henry Miller, but the middle of Black Spring was
Boring me.
Lyn Hejinian, no.
Book of poetry, no.
The new James Salter.
Okay.
You sent it away, not even caring if you had to pay.
And in this fashion you went from I to you to what to then to how to no to
yes to so.
Met the old girlfriend’s new baby daughter.
Alex? you asked, thinking of the boyfriend in college you stole her away from.
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No, Alice, like Wonderland.
Big baby blue eyes—is this where we get “baby blue”?
You tickled the bottom of her feet, so smooth, like booties
But actual feet. She almost died of Infant Botulism.
You thought what you heard was Infant Botticellism,
Maybe a disease of splendiferous fatness.
The romance of the city, I out there youing it,
Running to meet the old girlfriend for lunch because you were late,
Remembering how once you ran to meet her
After your first long separation over Christmas.
Salter on the page, cruising through the turns
Of his prose, evoking Break of Day, The Great City.
Only a master can execute those chapters.
And now more insistent sunlight through the windows,
A harshness, and as if on cue the grinding of the workers outside commences.
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Eclipse
Those days we’d go to yoga, then get Huevos a la Mexicana
At Eclipse, the one gentrified restaurant on 4th Avenue.
If we paid to get chorizo scrambled in, the eggs were perfect.
You worked at a small studio on 36th, the first yoga studio
In the neighborhood, which struggled to attract non-white students.
We were a sign the neighborhood was changing. We were,
In fact, probably helping to kill it. But it didn’t feel like that.
You put so much planning into your classes, all the expert details
Proliferating in my body. Spent hours constructing playlists
To go with the poses. I met you as you auditioned for Jenya,
Whose Jivamukti ways scared you a little, the two of us the only
Students in her class. Everything was effortless on your mat.
Afterward we talked outside and I noticed your eyes, the green
In them picked out by the light. You laughed and lingered.
I dragged myself out of bed to go to your 7 AM class in the cold
One morning, hoping to see you alone, but you didn’t show up.
No one had been coming and you begged me to come so you wouldn’t
Have to spend another morning alone wrapped in blankets
On the studio floor. Then when somebody finally showed up
(Me), you didn’t. You felt guilty, so, sensing my opportunity,
I got you to agree to have coffee. Our whole relationship grew
From that guilt. When I picked you up I was extra dressed up
And you seemed taken aback, calling me “fancy.” You wore
Ripped jeans and your mom’s old corduroy coat, one leather button
Hanging by a thread. I said I always dressed like that for work,
But that wasn’t true. We took the train to Colson Patisserie
In Park Slope because there was no coffee shop in Sunset Park.
We sat outside in a slight drizzle sprinkling through the sun.
Finally moved inside when the rain got to be too much.
We talked for two hours, mostly about yoga, poetry, painting,
Van Gogh and Cezanne in particular. You said you hated
Hopper and Monet. Not once did you bring up the someone
You supposedly were seeing. I knew then that it was a lie.
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Matthew LaFreniere
Burning
“Smelled like…victory.”—
Major Kilgore, Apocalypse Now (1979)
I burned GI Joes with my buddy Jake.
We were ten; it was the end of summer.
The flame to plastic wouldn’t always take,
I’d hold the lighter hard, singe my thumb, fake
manliness, squash the pain. I remember,
when burning Joes with my buddy Jake,
my uncle OD’d on his couch; he looked awake,
Mom said, the war in his belly like embers.
The flame to plastic wouldn’t always take,
you’d have to be thorough, you’d have to wait
out the tedium in each plastic member.
We burned GI Joes, me and Jake,
after the silence of my uncle’s wake
which took something like forever.
The flame to plastic wouldn’t always take,
we grew impatient; we’d simulate
our best napalm efforts: gas and fire.
I burned GI Joes with my buddy Jake;
The flame to plastic wouldn’t always take.
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True Story
When my daughter was born she looked
bewildered, as one does, I guess.
The doctor cupped her head with his palm
like an oracle; her eyes flinched like a liar’s.
I thought she’d look as Fitzgerald’s
Dutch sailors looked: on a fresh, green
breast of the new world. The room’s light
sharpened, the machines buzzed, the haste
deepened. I thought of Alien, how
Ridley Scott rendered birth—all pulsation
and blood and panic. When I was born
my mother bled; I looked at the world and hissed.
Before they stitched her up I scurried to
the cold and the steel and the fluorescence.
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Michelle Lewis
Janie
Night hauled the moon
around. We hurled inkwells
at the carriage house chimney.
When I asked what happened
when he drove you home
she wrote F-U-C-K with a finger
between girders of the silo wall.
Next: a padlock on the carriage house door.
Summer’s tongue at the culvert.
Janie quiet on the bus, the vacant seats rattling,
everything unhinged.
I backed into the dark until fear left me.
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Jacklight
At school the Baptist girls asked
of my father Was he saved? Our
jacklit deer hanging in their barns.
I cleaved toward the Catholics,
swigged their communal bottles,
mornings pooling overhead.
Handheld lamps, made to catch
the eyeshine. The dead not even
knowing how they died.
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Animul
What, if anything, to make of the false “u”? The “a” was taken
by true brutes, wolves who went too far, dwelled a pace or two beyond
the timberline. As if that’s where danger lived. Those woods were my
redoubt (they held more in than they did out) where boys sang stop me
if I go too far, too far itself just another town beyond the quarry.
Animul says if you’re grouse turned by the season into game then, well –
it’s you yourself who calls you kill. But what is the delight of fruit
if not to bare itself to beasts? Call that wulf right on this account:
little huffing’s needed to unbolt an open door. Some house, though —
clubmoss on a russet crust. Time alone would pull it to its floor.
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Ruth Madievsky
Nesting Dolls
I’ve been waking with an empty net in my hands.
				
I’ve been re-reading the Neruda poem
			
about the rain taking off her clothes.
Tonight the moon is a surgical mask and the stars psych ward refugees.
							 Somewhere in this zip code,
				
two teenagers are making a backseat holy,
their hips harmonizing with the radio, a gun in the glove compartment.
There is always a gun in the glove compartment,
		
just as there will always be parties where I accept a ride home
						
from someone whose name
		
I’ve spent the last two hours dragging through dirt.
Right now,
you think I’m eating pasta with a friend who has a PhD and a dog
				
and doesn’t feel like a spare tire most of the time.
Really, I’m home, thinking about nesting dolls
and how all my life I’ve been a charley horse in the thigh of some god.
				
There’s this dream where my heart is a salted pretzel,
which is better than the one where my body is a looted ship,
							
which isn’t a dream at all.
		
I keep thinking we are in the temple of the apathetic ghost
		
or picturing us on Plymouth Rock,
					
where I am burying the flag of my finger
		
beneath the band of your jeans.
Call me an armchair romantic.
Call me when you finish your old Cuban,
		
when you leave the bar with the beautiful women on tap,
so I can tell you I’ve decided not to be a broken window anymore.
					
It’s going to be all rapid-fire dick jokes
and YouTube videos of Celtic dance from here on out.
			
We’ll be a Labor Day barbeque.
I’ll be the watermelon
and you can be the spoon.
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Shadowboxing

after Jackson Burgess
Here are the sex cries
my neighbors threw against my walls,
here is the hair you left on my pillow,
here is the sound I made when I found out
my grandfather has cancer,
here are the bats
that sleep in my lungs.
Here is the fire escape,
and here is what happened on the fire escape,
a matchbox, a light bulb,
a box of Sudafed, scissors.
Here is my body making love to its shadow,
music of teeth against teeth,
lips against neck,
my body a basketball hoop,
a flat tennis ball, broken beer bottle,
here is the prescription
I haven’t worked up the nerve to fill.
Here is Los Angeles
begging someone to hold its hair back while it vomits
a gas mask, a lighter, a butterfly
with its back wings torn off.
Here I am naked, apologizing for being naked.
Here is a concave mirror.
Here is me falling into the concave mirror.
Here is the question
of where I will land or if.
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Bridge, Shadow, Hand
I would like to say something about bridges,
		
bridges and hands, how when you hold hands on a bridge
it no longer feels like a bridge,
				
how after, watching a lit candle do that thing you like
with the dark, you decide it doesn’t really matter
		
whether your life is simple in its collapsibility
or collapsible in its simplicity,
			
you think the questions you have with yourself
are just tinted vials in a medicine cabinet,
		
who cares if your body
				is a dormant volcano,
what does it matter which of your friends have picked out names
for their first three children
			
while you spent most of the day
feeling like a receipt someone forgot at McDonald’s,
and can I just share this theory
		
that a person can fall down her own shadow,
			
that sex is not always about breaking and entering
		
though both involve thresholds and hands
and sometimes cuffs for those hands,
				
what is it anyway about hearing someone you love
speak your name
			
that feels like being rocked back and forth,
is there anything more sacred
		
than that person’s mouth,
				
how it opens like a renaissance,
						
how it is always a metaphor for sex,
			
so you are an astronaut
each time you necromance another curve of the body,
							so you have this desire
to touch other people’s things,
		
it’s all relative, the way you enter the museum of love,
how you are always standing too close to the paintings,
leaving the blue of your breath
			
behind as a fingerprint,
				
it’s okay, it’s alright, this bridge isn’t going anywhere,
the maple leaves are happy to see you,
					
the water below doesn’t want you in its arms,
		
you are not going to fade out like a cough,
			
the person whose skin you are touching
						
wants you to read it like braille,
				
this blood rollercoastering your arteries
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says, Put his finger in your mouth,
					
think about the merging of shadows,
imagine the body as a lamp,
				which it is.
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Irene Mathieu
Pangaea's 16 questions
what on earth
is a planet.
good goddess & good gracious & spacious
presumptuous to plan it.
what on earth
have you planted.
what harvest. what handed royalty wielded
the spade until red clay yielded
drops of blood & later magic buttered fingers
& crosses.
& dams.
what grown-green sound of fury clanged.
what galloped. what ranged.
which dim echoes did you heed. (none.)
which ghosts can sleep soundly.
which ghosts take nightly Ambien.
which ghosts have given in
to the infinity of a scream.
anything halved and halved again
and so on will never disappear
just dilute and scatter.
why are you surprised
to smell it on the wind still.
gravity holds things close
the atmosphere a smothering embrace.
why are you self-righteous.
why do you look down.
where is a planet.
where can it go
but inside itself.
the natural history of a pirouette
in outer space is condensation.
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alternate ending
a metaphor walks into a bar.
no, that’s not what I meant,
that’s what I said.
we trip toward the future
where we will all be covered
in hideous meanings and
will walk down the runway
with it
so stylish
we will all be gods and
will eat only brain foods
and will exfoliate with
quinoa plucked from
the sides of flying fish
that flew into the mountains
and stayed there.
we cannot wait to do
experiments on each other.
we cannot wait to turn
our next-door neighbor
into a robot at the church potluck.
we will spit Genesis like
rap automatons:
in the beginning
in the beginning
in the –
in the –
[scratching]
[the vinyl turning too fast
and melting at this point]
how many Jesuses does it take
to make a week?
is the question we will put
on every standardized test.
we will scratch and sniff
the bubble with number 2
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razor blades
sharp as the teeth of our
favorite god,
and he will laugh like
something we buried
long before we had
enough words for the reek
of it, something we no longer
know how to explain.)
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Stephen C. Middleton
Chemistry (Tiny)
Strobes, flutter
Rotten egg of sulphur
Spike & sneeze
Tiny
Pressed tight / between desks
Tests & equations –
Definition / distinction
Different views
Where I saw you / split second /
In the raw
Waiting for the experiment
First chemistry lesson
But what was learnt?
Hoar frost – lost my vantage point
The notes, the plot, & past.
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Peter E. Murphy
Mission Creep
It’s why the pundits criticize the President, how something
small turns into something huge and gets stuck so no one
can extract it. “Pundit” comes from the Sanskrit meaning
wise man, though today they’re mostly professional chatterers
who line up on the talk shows like the hot cars along 42nd Street
this autumn night, hoods open, LED lights flashing so passersby
can have a look at the spotless engine, sit behind the wheel,
then stick a dollar into the Please Donate bucket. I saw
both a pimp and a cop throw in a buck at the same time.
It was like that scene from The Wire where the drug dealer
and his girl meet the detective who’s been dogging him
and his girl leaving a movie they all enjoyed in the dark.
At first, they’re so surprised, I almost expected them to introduce
their dates and go out for cheesecake and coffee, a temporary truce
like the one you always hear about during World War 1
when the British and German soldiers stop shooting at each other
one Christmas, and instead climb out of their foxholes
and walk across the blood-stained no-man’s land to shake
hands and share a bottle. In The Wire the dealer goes back
to dealing and the detective goes back to trying to nail him,
but you can tell his heart’s not in it, because for one unexpected
minute they’re just guys who know each other from work.
The pundits say the President’s heart’s not in it which is why
he hesitates or says something like Don’t do stupid stuff,
which is actually good advice, because most of us could write
books about the stupid stuff we’ve done. But we don’t start out
that way, do we? Look at that corpulent man walking ahead of me
on 46th Street past the Scientology Center whose loud outdoor speaker
tells us, though not directly, how dumb we are if we don’t come in
right now, sign ourselves over and wire up to their spiritual technology.
Something happened or didn’t happen to this man and gradually
he evolved into a walking boxcar. Do you remember Walter Hudson,
the fourth heaviest man in medical history who became a story
when he got stuck in his bedroom doorway on his way to the bathroom?
Firemen had to cut him out. Although Dick Gregory helped him
lose six hundred pounds, he couldn’t save him. Desire,
eventually, is what kills us. When Hitler was a boy, do you think
he wanted Poland bad enough to start a war? But after he took it,
of course, and this was his mistake, he wanted more.
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Sing
Some prophets say the world is gonna end tomorrow
But others say we've got a week or two
						~Maya Angelou
Just because some bobblehead dumped Skeeter Davis
causing her to sing, “It’s the end of the world” doesn’t mean
it is the end of the world. Herman and the Hermits sang
the same tune three years after that, and look, five decades
later the world is still wobbling along. It was the Cold War
when the communists were cocking their missiles at us
and Skeeter Davis was crossing over from country music
to pop, pissing off her hillbilly fans, just like Taylor Swift
is crossing over from country music to pop, pissing off
her hillbilly fans who, despite being pissed off, still bought
a million albums in one week. When Buddy Rich
was rolled into the ER for the last time a nurse asked
what he was allergic to. “Country music,” he croaked.
Between Skeeter and Herman, Bob Dylan crossed over when he
plugged in at Newport, pissing off his folky fans who crossed
over to become the high rollers he plays to in Atlantic City.
Taylor Swift was born without a belly button in 1989, the year
the Soviet Empire began to break itself into a half-dozen civil wars.
The year East Berliners crossed over to stare at the other side
of the Wall where Rilke spray painted, “Change Your Life.”
The year a man stopped to smell the tires burning in Tiananmen
Square and somehow blocked an exaltation of tanks.
The year the Exxon Valdez declared a fatwā on Salman Rushdie
who spilled more ink running aground than anyone could soak up.
The year the Fine Young Cannibals drove me crazy.
I like saying the words, Skeeter, Dylan, fatwā, bobblehead, cocking.
It pisses me off that even though the Soviet Union cashed out and was
born again as a capitalist playground, people say there’s a Commie
in the White House, practicing sharia, spreading Ebola and being black.
But you, Taylor Swift, are young, beautiful, intelligent and alive.
Sing your heart out, Sweetie. Do whatever you need to do to survive.
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Pablo Otavalo
The public oils a letterpress
“I wonder for a moment what animal I am.”
						

— Laryssa Wirstiuk

It is not unconditional. Silk
takes to dye easy
once vigorously worked. Milk
boiled and rubbed gently
over leather will clean it
excellently. In a cotton
washcloth add a spoon
of salt to dry oatmeal
as an exfoliating scrub. Marie
Curie was months away
from earning her second Nobel
when her letters to Paul
Langevin were purloined
by a detective and made public
by his wife Jeanne Desfosses
Langevin. 1911.
The mob
that broke out threw stones
at Marie’s house, through her
windows, unknowingly at her
daughters, huddled inside.
					

They called Marie a home wrecker.

In a poorly ventilated dissecting room
with a leaky roof, rather a shed next to the École Normale’s School
of Physics, Marie investigated the conductivity of air
around samples of uranium, published
first on thorium’s radioactivity and out of pitchblende
extracted polonium and radium. 1897.
She shared ¼ of the Nobel in Physics
in 1903, but the 1911 Nobel in Chemistry
was all hers for her isolation
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of radium in its pure metallic state
and her research into its decay
demonstrating the transmutation
of one element to another,
			
once the dream of alchemists,
			a reality.
“Don't let yourself be touched
by a crisis of crying and tears. Think of the saying
about the crocodile who cries because he has not
eaten his prey, the tears of your wife are of this kind."
						

— Marie Sklodowska-Curie 1911

For so long she had worn a severe
black dress after her husband’s death
but on a warm April night Marie donned
a white satin gown with a single
pink rose pinned to her waist. 1910.
					
					
After she began to suspect, Jeanne
				
confronted Marie and ordered her
					
to leave France immediately or die.
									
She refused.
Her papers, even her cookbooks,
are deemed too dangerous to handle
and are kept in lead-lined boxes.
				
“If the rabble continues to occupy itself with you, then 		
				
simply don’t read that hogwash, but rather leave it to
				
the reptiles for whom it’s been fabricated.
					
With most amicable regards to you and Langevin, 		
				yours very truly,”
							—A. Einstein 1911

*Cited: Spend Low, Live High/ Catherine Morsink, Granny & Granddad’s Household Encyclopedia/ John
O’Neon, Obsessive Genius: The Inner World of Marie Curie/ Barbara Goldsmith, A Short History of Nearly
Everything/ Bill Bryson, NobelPrize.org, http://einsteinpapers.press.princeton.edu/vol8-trans/34
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Danielle Pafunda
I don't have to explain myself until, again, I do
This isn’t a mother’s book. What once
was the commune in my back degrades
and begins / Remember the time I gave.
I gave birth to a baby with pepper wings
a persistent beat singeing first the gates
and then the gloves and then my breast
as the image goes. The belief that
everyday must include but some days
are extraordinary in their small study /
her back /
to you. Cold noise delivery. / Remember
okay thanks. Okay thank the baby
who spurred back several down / to
understand / she did this to
strong hold of me longer than the umbilical chord.
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Her, not a drone, but small and ready enough to feed, I watch on a stage in
greyscale to bloom
Her gets filled with joy as she chewed
thru the waxy cap on her cell. / Nun,
nectar sister stupefied then loosed
on a field of sting and feed. Her,
simple sign in any garret / wicking
out the window, down smoking
unfiltered from the view or else
a thickness like shower curtain
touch you before her. Her name
changed.
Her name taking on a multidimensional
haunt. / When dream is all about her
it wets the mattress, it weeps the pillow
it dawns dew soaked then spit stormed.
It’s a sort of wave, milk soured in a /
seemingly forgotten / milk / this
belief.
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Adrian S. Potter
About This Poem
This poem cannot bring back the past. This poem cannot make the sun move more
quickly or slowly through the sky, cannot alter time. This poem cannot erase a painful
childhood or make adulthood palatable. This poem will not clean messes, pay rent, keep
secrets, or conjure magic. It won’t find you a friend, not even if you recite it thrice in front
of a mirror. It won’t even be my friend and I wrote the damned thing. This poem won’t
change luck, call for a cab, or drum up bail money. This poem does not pay attention.
It is not a good listener. It fails to keep quiet or give sound advice. This poem will cheat
at cards, drink the last beer in the fridge and leave the toilet seat up. This poem is not
domesticated. All night you hear it brooding, craving freedom, cursing under its breath
and begging to be released. Let it go.
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An Incomplete Understanding of Love, With Footnotes
Embarrassing confessions aside, love is a hazardous endeavor.1 Consider that neighbor
whose personal history is defined by a husband’s absence and memories of his fists. All
my life I’ve seen women sell themselves in one way or another just to survive. Sellers in
name only; they actually pay the price then argue it’s all worth the cost. Love is transitory
enough for us to miss its presence yet motionless enough to mimic our stubbornness.2 So
collect compliments like trophies; swallow insults and shit them out as gold.3 It’s a valid
coping mechanism, really.
A moment, together or apart, can define a relationship forever. Save the sweetest lies for
yourself, tell everyone else the truth. Language without communication is a subtle form of
sabotage. The problem lies not with silence, but the words we force to fill it.4
Beware of kisses that feign innocence. And the javelins we eventually sink into each other’s
hearts.5 Do not apologize. Allow tension to linger in the house like the comfortable dust
nobody’s ever willing to clean.
Women can pick out the faults in a man like they’re picking out chunks of unwanted
tomato from a salad, and then call it intuition because that sounds better than typecasting.
Whatever. I liken love to a helium balloon untethered, doubt to the open blue sky into
which it optimistically floats. Keep rising and don’t look down. Don’t ever look down.

________________________________
1You can’t see it until it’s already too late. The hunger for it, gnawing the corners of
common sense. Suddenly you’re praising the grace of the unmade bed, all restraint lost in
the narrows between mattress and wall.
2We want to believe that without love we’d all disappear. But reality is that without love,
life goes on. We go on.
3Treat a person like a dog and eventually they’ll bite.
4Sooner or later a couple has nothing to say so they swallow the needle and thread that
stitches them together.
5If the past is a rope hanging between us, it can easily become a noose.
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Meghan Privitello
Day 2
All of the animals are where they don’t belong.
They don’t know how to get to their mothers
who will kill for them and lay their dinner at their feet
when they find their way home.
I do not have a totem animal.
I do not have a compass.
There is fire in every tall building.
Eighty boys have already gone missing.
Somewhere strangers are gathering,
which could look like the beginning
of a riot.
We don’t have to do anything about it.
That means that we can be happy
with bashfulness and endlessness.
The good news is there is no reason
to make the bed. Bloodwork
is another useless poem.
Whether we wanted to know it
or not, there have always been devils
everywhere.
Birds are them.
Horses are them.
You are them.
What musculature. What flight.
We gather the lizards and snakes,
undress for kinship.
What to serve for dinner with just one
white tablecloth left, no spell
to make bread infinite.
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Day 3
A coyote returns to my yard every night,
sits under the barren olive tree
and stares.
I stare back.
We talk to each other telepathically.
I lost my hunting partner, he says.
I lost my loving partner, I say.
If I could sell my eyes to a child
obsessed with outer space
and convince him they were ancient
yellow moons, I would, he says.
I would build a fire out of the money
and burn myself in it, he says.
If I could sell my heart to a surgeon
obsessed with mourning and convince him
mine was an ancient parable of wanting,
I would, I say.
I would build a god out of money
and bury him, I say.
We are both rotten and gentle, he says.
We are both animals and children, I say.
At the same time, we imagine
a dog carcass in the yard.
He eats its organs as I curl up behind it,
my bloody fingers combing its hair.
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Day 5
Every barn has become a church
to worship storms in.
If I gathered all the unsharpened pencils
from backpacks, I would build a golden silo
that worshiped lemons or sunlight,
whichever lasts longer.
The first time a boy took off my shirt
was in a tractor for sale on the side of a road.
Inside of it, we felt so human we cried.
If I told his friends about this, he said, he would die.
He worshipped me.
Until I married, I only made love in machines.
A storm is coming.
Or my grandfather is tuning his radio
from the afterlife.
If I stayed awake for weeks, I could take down every fence
left standing and build a church so large
the living and the dead could hold hands in it
as they told each other the truth.
A storm is dividing the sky into sections like an envelope.
I want to lick it and seal it shut.
I remember, though, my mother telling me about a girl
who wrote a letter to the moon every night before bed,
the same question each time: If you can see everything from there,
aren’t you the real god? She only loved the taste of the envelope’s glue
and died of hunger.
The storm is big enough to destroy imaginary churches.
An emergency announcement was sent from my grandfather,
or another sweet dead man:
Close your doors and pile your belongings in the center of the room.
Eat your photographs. Bury your dogs. Find one object
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and memorize it. This is your angel.
I memorized ten.
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Christina Pugh
The Stone
This one tattooed by
Superior’s waves if a
snake had slid across
to ink some faint and
sinewy stripe to bisect 		
sheets of less-thanincandescent light
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Sea Gooseberry
trailing
its opal lamp
its
pare-strand
of angel
hair it
flickers
a microscopic
seaward
marquis
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Framed Dragonfly
The wings are nearly
nothing
some filament
from baby’s
brush
The wing
thus
porthole
to the leaf
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Meggie Royer
Hostage
It was mother who brought out the piano, who took it
to the child in the attic for winter.
We could hear him through the ceiling
testing the chords, plucking at each sweet key,
the sound all milk and moon.
We hoped his songs would make father regret.
Not just the entrapment but the entire marriage,
the mornings he woke us to gather snow
for his swollen hands, his aching belly.
His liver was just a dead rose then.
We tried to salvage the bottles for the child,
to let him play with their broken glass.
It was storming the night we broke him out,
adagio still finishing through the window
as we fled like ghosts.
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Tituba
It was I, Your Honor. I who left the marigolds
in the sheets of her bed, the mice in her morning milk.
You can call it witchcraft if you like.
But when the horizon broke open into yolk,
she was better for it.
She ran for the trees, through poplar and oak,
dress waving like all her dead children.
She was gone from him, I’ll tell you that.
What I do was never spoken of.
Just my darkness, how far I was willing to go.
Your Honor, she wanted to flee and not be led,
world red before her without blood,
husband in her doorway with an ax.
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Michael Schmeltzer
To Catch an Avatar
i.
The scarlet cape slung over
small shoulders transforms
a granddaughter
to avatar, to myth. The wolf
stalked what he thought was
a goddess
of the forest, a potential lover. You lure
predators with blood; ask
any hunter. The color
red swishing back and forth,
something alive
but wounded. No predator
could resist. Did anyone expect
the wolf to crave anything
other than what it loved–the color
of blood driving his heart
wild? Did the wolf believe
that wearing the guise of bloodrelatives would lead to anything
other than the axe?
ii. Chat/room
When given infinite space and room,
how easily some slip out
of the banana peel of their skin
and tumble into the mush
of another fruit’s flesh.
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Others, however, shed layer after layer
like an opalescent onion, desperate
to find someone
else entirely buried beneath.
But what they are
on the surface, they are
at the core–-a wolf
in wolf ’s clothing, a smile
made entirely of fangs.
iii. Dateline NBC
Chris Hansen saunters on screen
with the confidence of a hunter
whose steel trap clamped shut
on the leg of a hungry animal
now completely harmless.
And the beast, naked and starving
for the actress to return
to her role, has no more
layers to shed. His fangs
feign ignorance. His claws retract
the statements they clicked excitedly
on the keyboard the night before
as Chris Hansen calmly reads
excerpts from
an x-rated chatroom transcript
as if reciting a fairytale.
~
When we retell the story
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of the predator, we should view
the adolescent girl
as the actress’ avatar, the star
of the worst episode
in the middle-aged man’s life.
And we should direct
that sad man’s story
towards the grandmother who amazed him
with the exotic
appearance of star fruit–
that moment he first believed
in disguises.
The cops conjure
an appropriately unhappy ending
while the man remembers
his father who brought him to the beach
to gaze at hundreds of starfish choking the rocks, how one
could chop them into tiny pieces
and all of them–every last speck
of stardust–would simply regenerate
back into themselves.
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Where Light Resolves the Shadow
The brain wrinkled as bark,
every sulcus viscous with moss.
Such thickness in the senses
I can barely taste or touch
this forest. There is
nothing I can name here
but tree or tree, bird bird bird.
O dumb sadness,
dumb, dumb sadness.
It wasn’t so long ago
happiness like a little girl led me
to a three-layered sky:
sparrow, cirrostratus, sun.
Now I can’t imagine
the place where light
resolves the shadow
as if darkness were the issue.
Stars shine with the
dull throb of dim bulbs,
reach out like a father’s hand
that doesn’t strike the cheek
nor does it ever stop
that darker hand
from striking.
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Daniel M. Shapiro
There's a Dream That Strings the Road
You weren’t allowed to remember. They brought us to the gallery, split our faces across
canvases. They made us dress identically, ties tucked into shirts to keep us from choking
on engines. We were placed on a giant’s flayed skin, told to walk through fields of hair. You
were made to look pretty, less manly, the lamb that hides its fangs. They laughed when you
tried to shake your shadow. We kept looking up to see if the source of light was a way out.
They said we could leave once we’d made babies from dust and clay, babies to learn from
videos that looped. Pieces of our past dripped on the floor among the cigarette butts, the
broken bottles. Your face froze at points of impact. They told us not to worry, that others
would soon replace us. Others would shake up the art we had made, a snow globe with a
hole. We would get to look back fondly, to channel the mantra of an empty room.
*Title is a lyric from “Is There Something I Should Know?” by Duran Duran (#1 on UK
Singles Chart, 1983).
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When Every Choice That I Make Is Yours
In the beginning, one light shined down an alley, painted the outlines of moot
architecture. When the band appeared—in white suits, with white instruments, in a
white room—we rejoiced in the new art, farewell to the squint. We celebrated the black
hat’s transition to white rabbit, a lone speaker of words. Everyone else reveled in the
nonverbal, turned their fatalism to sign language. They dressed alike, practiced aerobics,
choreographed the lift of airships. We ignored the one casualty, the woman blinded by
sunglasses, her mouth sewn shut. She appeared at the party for a millisecond, keeping
complete sentences locked up, leaving her name out of the song.
*Title is a lyric from “Talk Talk” by Talk Talk (#23 on UK Singles Chart, 1982).
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Made to Be Played by My Hands
Everyone besides you learns to look in the mirror for reflections of what they’ve never
been. You see only the horror of a pretty face that won’t change. You wake from a
nightmare, take the four-measure pause to believe what you lived wasn’t real. You peek
through the blinds to pinch yourself but glimpse a tiger, a stereotype. To give back to the
fans, you let women pose for pictures with your childhood. You smile as they run their
fingers through what’s left of REM sleep. You let go of the accent as if it were your first
love. You can’t talk in dreams because a guitar solo screams through your mouth, your
wax figure O. You know mirrors hide what it means to be alone because people laugh at
you on the other side, people who reflect. You see the most of yourself in what you lose.
*Title is a lyric from “Affair of the Heart” by Rick Springfield (#9 on Billboard Hot 100,
1983).
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Sara Tracey
Anna Dreams of Heat and Light
Just yesterday, I found a rabbit’s
spine in the garden. I slipped
each vertebra in my apron pocket.
All day, they hummed along
my hip until, at dusk, I reached in
and pulled out a string of pearls.
Why do you think I am lying?
Because I gave away the only thing
I had worth keeping? So be it.
Take this, too: once, my father
touched my cheek and told me
I looked just the same
as my mother when she
was a girl. I know this is true
because I dream of gravity,
a gentle kiss. I wake with a start,
body like a rubber band
let loose. Snap. And something
I almost had is gone. Snap.
And my heart trips forward, clumsy
as a kid. She is gypsy
dark, fingernails rimmed with black
soil. Pebbles in her mouth. A gift.
She made the first rabbit. I found its remains.
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1940

The Ontology of Secrets
A path, a riddle, a jewel, an oath—anything can be a secret so long as it is kept
intentionally hidden, set apart in the mind of its keeper as requiring concealment.
–Sissela Bok, Secrets: On the Ethics of Concealment and Revelation
I. A Path
near the lake. Seventeen
miles. Ice so thick
they say you can drive
on top of it. The Buick
sits idle, puffs of exhaust
tangible as cotton candy.
Your life is a series
of idling engines, men
waiting for someone
to say, Let’s go. You picture
the inside of a vault,
paper money stacked
in neat piles along the walls,
and when the men go
inside, the bills turn
to knee-high grass, dried
by the season, tossing
back and forth in the wind
that crossed the lake
from Canada. You wish this
were true. Instead, the men
take the bills from the vault
and your man brings some
back to you, says, Take this,
buy the baby something nice,
and you buy her a dress,
palest yellow; a new toy,
clean and soft. You take
the bills to the cellar, create
your own vault with old
bricks, an empty drum
where your father used to
keep his homemade wine.
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II. A riddle
is like a recipe. Break
the bread into chunks.
Drizzle oil over the bread.
Lick your fingers.
III. A jewel
looks legitimate,
and no one is brash
enough to ask questions.
Under your skirt,
the softest part of you
is bruised. Your very
body, the fat and the chaff.
Private is the mouth
that doesn’t eat.
It glistens and glows.
Girl, you’ll be a wife
soon enough.
IV. An oath
makes you his wife.
He weds you with
the back of his hand,
with his belt. Don’t cry.
Count the bills in the cellar,
go to work. When you
return, watch the child
fast asleep. Your body began
when she did. Like
a vault you kept her
and will keep her.
Your mouth is the vault
now. You speak so
little the child
can’t recognize
your voice when
you call her back
from the gulley. She’s
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gone far enough; she’s
shouting into the ravine.
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Biagio Brings Work Home
In the moment after his fist,
silence. Her jaw absorbs
all sound. Even the glass
breaking behind her
stills. The pain is longer
than a homily. Bodies
are strong enough to withstand
so much—she thinks
it would be better if
her teeth could shatter
like the glass, but no. Flesh
swallows impact like the lake
takes a body bound by bricks
and hides it within itself. The body
becomes stronger. The mind
inside learns not to react.
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1947

Transcription: Biagio Tells the Story of Red Rider

1947

Now once upon a time there was a little girl named Little Red Riding Hood. She was
the state’s champ jitterbug. She was jitterbugging on down to the forest, you know
why? Because her mother told her to take these two bottles of whiskey over to her
grandmother’s because she was thirsty. So Little Red Riding Hood was jitterbuggin’ on
down the forest lane, and she run into one of them slick slickers, you know, one of them
guys from the town in one of them jitterbug suits. He was the Big Bad Wolf. He had a zoot
suit, a reet pleat, a big seat, and a stuffed cuff. So he stopped Little Red Riding Hood, and
he said, “Hey babe, where you going?” and Little Red Riding Hood said, “Step aside big
boy,” said “I’m on my way to my grandmother’s.” And uh, the wolf says, “Well what for?”
“My old mammy’s thirsty. I got a bottle of gin here and a bottle of liquor I gotta take to my
grandmother’s.” So the wolf said, “What you taking all that good stuff down to your old
bag’s? Let’s you and I drink enough to cut a rug right here.” So Little Red Riding Hood said
okay, so they cut up a rug. And what do you think happened?
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After Months Without Trouble, Anna Grows Suspicious
Someone left a bullet on the bathroom sink.
Outside, an engine exhales. Biagio, just home
from work, snaps open a Zippo
with two fingers and a thumb.
His friends gather at the fender
of the old Buick, pass a pack
of Camels from one hand to the next.
The radio announces bad weather—lake effect—
and on cue, snow begins to settle
on the sidewalk. The men flick their smokes
into the yard and drive away.
Anna puts the bullet in her pocket.
Across town, someone is digging a grave.
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Donna Vorreyer
Unknown Conduits from Unknown Worlds
		

With a title from Herman Melville

The pilot light clicks and catches,
each pot with its own flashpoint and boil.
I lick the edges of knives to taste the copper.
Wires dangle, end-wrapped in plastic caps.
Beneath them, pure current flows to
nowhere. I imagine them uncovered,
me flinching, pinching those ends tight,
the fray and sizzle of skin.
All day, I flip switches that don’t ignite.
At night, I seek the coursing that comes
from touch, two live ends igniting.
All hail the circuitry of exposure, flesh
slipping blue sparks across cotton sheets
and then the surge, so mighty that it blows
the city into deep black and candlelight.
Smoke rises. I breathe in the burning.
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ART
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Larissa Barnat

Igominy
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In Situ
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Omission
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Trifold
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Withdrawl
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Jenny Chi

Firenze
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Heloise & Abelard
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Strength II
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Andrew Spangler

Ben
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Into the light
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Self Portrait
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Intoxicated
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Deborah Stevenson

Close Encounter
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Collective Unconscious
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Sweet Dreams
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Discovery II
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Woman at Water's Edge
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Terry Wright

Fido Agonistes
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Tin Tin's Demons
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Tortoise Agonistes
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FICTION
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Kaileen Beckman
He Looks Like a Philosopher
Broda nie czyni filozofa
The widow’s leg jitters beneath the table, the way it does when she’s using the sewing
machine. With every bounce and every quake she’s closer to wearing through the sole of
her house shoes. They already have cracks and the cracks have splintered so much that she
can feel the unevenness of her wood floors on her exposed heels. She’d yell at her children
for stretching their shoes this way, but not today. Today it is perfectly alright to wear
through the rubber and glue.
Above the table she is a vision of doilies and aprons, a humble fixture of the house. She
stirs her coffee without the spoon ever touching the cup. She keeps the shivers from her
hands, pushing all of them down to her toes.
Her ears are sharp for sounds in the kitchen. Two rooms are not enough to hide her
children in, not with Basha, the eldest, locked in the bedroom to sleep off the haze she has
herself in. The widow had ushered her three youngest girls into the shoebox of a kitchen,
not explicitly telling them to stay there but giving them enough chores that it should have
been obvious. She worries about the cabinets full to bursting with decades old cookware
and prays Beth has enough sense not to shove another lid in there. It’ll sound like thunder
when they all come spilling out and she’ll have no way to excuse that. She’ll wait for a lull,
she decides, and she’ll excuse herself to the kitchen where she’ll put the fear of God in the
three children she still has control over.
Her eyes flit to the back door. The lock is turned and the chain she’d put in herself is
in place, but she wonders if that is enough. She knows Henryk’s fits and, much like his late
father, he’s more bull than man then. She’ll have no excuse for that either if he comes to
the door and finds himself barred from entering. For now, she swallows that fear. He’s only
been gone a day, and that’s much too early for him to return.
She can feel their eyes on her, studying her with all knowing power, waiting for a
confession. Her teeth bite into the inner flesh of her cheek as she pulls her lips up into a
meek smile. She takes a sip of her coffee and it scalds her tongue and brings tears to her
eyes, but still she smiles.
Across the table the two men in robes made of material finer than that of her wedding
dress float their eyes lazily around the room. The taller and older man has a rigid back and
narrow eyes where the shorter, younger man has a tendency to lean forward and widen
his eyes to focus. They don’t say a word of distaste but she can feel how they scold her.
Surely they’ve noticed that there is no television and have seen the book propped under
the couch to keep it level. Or they have felt some other furniture poking at their backs. The
walls are too tight and the room has swallowed more functions than it can handle. The
woman’s eyes happen upon a doll with button eyes and yarn hair and she presses her heals
into the floor to keep from bursting up. How many times did she tell Kate to clean this
room? How many times must she say something before it gets through that girl’s ears?
One of the Holy Men clears his throat and her attention is immediately upon him.
“Mrs. Koneck -”
“Kolek” she mentions softly.
“- we appreciate you opening your home to us today.” She flushes with the
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compliment. “It is a very generous thing to do and the Lord smiles upon his generous
children.”
“Oh yes” she is quick to agree. “Yes, the Lord is merciful.”
“Yes” the older Holy Man drawls. Deep wrinkles seem to be pulling his eyes down but
his forehead is as tight and strong as any young man’s. He looks at her and she feels twelve
years old again. “We have noticed your strong affinity for the Church and your devotion to
our Lord.”
Is her cross showing, or has it fallen beneath the collar of her dress once again? She
hopes and keeps her shoulders soft. It would be sinful to sit too tall or to take too much
pride in herself.
“You have children, yes?”
She pulls air through her teeth as her feet quiver. “I do” she engages cautiously.
“And you have been raising them as good disciples of the Church?”
Pangs of bitterness threaten to decimate her quiet composure. She is reminded of her
two eldest children who she’d taken to Church every Sunday and had taught to deny sin in
their lives and who betrayed her even still. They roam the earth like lepers, leaving sores
on every life they touch.
The woman sinks into her chair, wishing it would give way and the floor would
swallow her whole. She can only imagine the way the ladies at church must talk about
her. They must think her a floundering mother, bringing up her brood in a cardboard box
house. Their houses would be so crisp and pristine for the Holy Men. They would serve
little cakes on a tin tray and tea in painted cups from centuries ago. Their children would
wear pressed clothes and be at the door with “Hello sir”s and “Welcome sir”s, and they’d
have rosy cheeks like cherubs.
She lifts her coffee cup back up to her lips and keeps her gaze on a water stain on the
table’s surface.
The Holy Men take her silence as an answer and their eyes wander again around the
room. Their thin orbs of judgement are drawn to a poorly concealed hole in the wall just
beside the front door. Their noses twist, retreating from the sight as if poison billows from
the cracks in the drywall.
“Yes, well, Mrs. Koneck you should consider yourself blessed. You have quite a lot
bestowed upon you.”
She nods her head, unable to find her voice.
“To have such a… house and children to support you. It is the duty of children to take
care of their elders, wouldn’t you agree?”
Again, a mute nod is given by the widow.
The other Holy Man continues. “The Church has not been as fortunate as your family,
we are afraid. The economy being the muddled mess it is doesn’t have much to offer a
humble establishment. We fear hard times will come to our door soon and we call upon
the children of our church for their help.”
The sip of coffee the woman had held behind her teeth hits her stomach like a stone.
“Yes. Of course” she whispers.
There comes such a sudden crash from the kitchen that the widow jumps from her
seat. All her muscles become rigid, her teeth grind together, and her lips tremble.
The Holy Man with the pinched eyes sets his hands on the table, fingers interlocked as
if in prayer. “The Lord never forgets what you do in this life” he says. “The charitable deeds
and the faults.”
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“Will you excuse me for a moment.” She rushes up without making eye contact
through the arch separating kitchen from living space. There, her three youngest stand
shell-shocked around a clatter of silverware spilled on the tile. “What in God’s name are
you doing?” she hisses. Through the thin wall and cabinets she can feel the Holy Men’s eyes
on her.
“It was Kate” Beth declares, pointing a chubby finger at her sister.
“Why was she doing the dishes?” The woman turns her fury on Hanna, the one who
should have had the common sense not to put a five year old in charge of loud silverware.
Hanna ducks her head down and fiddles with her sleeve.
Something ugly bubbles up in the woman’s chest: a demon that viciously tempts her
to gather all the silverware in her arms and hurl it at the wall. But the presence of the Holy
Men is seared in her consciousness.
“Never mind” she says quickly. She’s left the Holy Men alone too long now, long
enough for them to think more on the state of her home. “Is the bread done?”
Hanna nods and eagerly turns her back on the scene to pull it out of the oven. The
little pan makes the widow want to cry. It’s too small; she should have made more. The
tiny loaf will be dwarfed even more by the serving plate. “Get it on a plate” she instructs.
“A dinner plate. And Beth get me some clean forks and plates.” She brushes past her girls
to the pantry. On her knees, she digs through the bottom shelf to find her breadbox now
used as a safe kept hidden from her eldest children.
The girls know what’s kept in the breadbox but after a second of hesitation they turn
back to their chores. Kate, however, cannot seem to tear her eyes from the little box of
wonder. Beneath its lid sits the coins and paper bills she’s seen her mom collecting that
were promised to her to buy the cherry red wagon she’d seen at the corner store. Kate’s
eyes are glued to each bill as they slip one after the other into the pocket of her mom’s
dress. “What are you doing?”
The widow ignores her daughter and hurries to check on the bread. Her left foot
dodges the mess on the tile but her right is attacked by an outlying enemy fork. The four
well placed prongs wedge into a crack in the sole of the shoe and bite the unprotected
skin. Like a startled alley cat the woman shakes the fork free mid leap and clamps her
teeth on her tongue to kill a shout. Her foot throbs but she charges on. It’s been too much
time.
“What are you doing?” Kate repeats a bit more frantically. “That’s for my wagon.”
“No it’s not. Hush” she scolds.
“But – but that’s mine. That’s for my wagon. You promised!”
The wail of the little girl is piercing – enough to scratch her mom’s nerves and for the
Holy Men in the other room to hear. She sucks in inflating breaths, her lungs preparing to
pop in a monstrous cry, and the woman whips around, her palm meeting the little girl’s
cheek like a viper’s sting. “Enough” she growls. The little girl’s eyes widen to glassy marbles
and two pearly tears trail down the five pointed mark. No one breathes.
The woman turns away, snatches the bread and utensils from the counter, and hurries
back to the two men waiting on the other side of the wall. They calculate her every
movement like lions as she sets the bread down and places the crumpled bills on the table.
“I hope this will help.” Her voice trembles despite her best effort to keep it reigned in.
“The Church very much appreciates your donation” the wide-eyed Holy Man says. He
slips the bills from the table into his own pocket and the widow watches in a world of her
own.
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“We are afraid we must be going” the other says.
“No” she gasps. “No, won’t you stay?” she clarifies in a more dignified manner. “The
bread’s only just come out of the oven. Won’t you have a piece?”
They each smile with tight lips. “Thank you for your generosity and for opening your
home to us.”
The widow stumbles after them with the notion of abandonment circling round
and round in her head so fast that the entire apparatus of her mind is viable to break
apart. Cogs and gears are already spinning off into oblivion, leaving her clinging to the
doorframe. “Don’t leave me here” she begs as they step into a white Cadillac with polished
rims. She doesn’t know if the words ever left her lips but the Holy Men are disappearing
fast in the pools of streetlight.
Minutes or maybe centuries pass. Either way, the widow pulls herself up and slips
back into the house, locking the door behind her in case her son decides to come home.
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Justin Eisenstadt
Black Triangle
Well, sir, I was up at the overlook last night when I saw it. I was driving around in my
truck with no particular aim or purpose when I got it in my head that it might be nice to go
up there for a spell. It was my brother’s old truck, you know. It sort of passed to me when he
… well, when he didn’t come back.
No, I know you didn’t ask me about the truck. But I thought you might want to know
that. Didn’t you and him play football together back in the day?
Oh, I guess that was your older brother, wasn’t it? You and him look so much alike. Not
like Wayne and me. Nobody ever would have guessed we was kin. Maybe could have passed
for cousins, if you squinted real hard.
Well, of course I was drinking. I did say I was up at the overlook, didn’t I? That’s always
the first thing people ask about when this sort of thing happens. “Was he drinking?” “Does
he have a history of mental illness?” “Is he known for telling tall tales?” Anything to deny the
supernatural.
I suppose I’ll have to plead the fifth on that one, Clint. I mean, officer. For the purposes
of this account, let’s say that I started drinking after I was already parked.
Yeah, like I said already, I was up at the overlook.
You know, the overlook. There’s only the one. Didn’t you ever take a girl up there?
Huh. Well, I guess that ain’t all that surprising.
Now come on, now, I didn’t mean nothing by it. Ain’t none of my business anyway.
Look, just trust me that when people say ‘the overlook,’ this is in fact the overlook they’re
referring to.
Well, there’s a dirt road, you’ll find it if you’re heading north on Highway 19 toward
Lewiston. It’s just past the billboard with the Bible quote on it.
Well, not sure why it matters, but I think it’s Proverbs 14:12. I think it goes something
like, ‘There is a way which seems right to a man, but in the end it leads to death.’ Pretty
creepy, if you ask me.
You seriously never been up to the overlook? And you grew up in this town? Well, here’s
a tip, between you and me: if you’re looking to catch some dopers, just bring a paddywagon
up there on any given night and you’ll be able to fill your quota for the whole month.
Hey, you was the one asking about it. Not my fault I got sidetracked. So I was up on the
overlook last night, and I was all alone up there when I saw it.
I don’t know, there’s all sorts of reasons. Maybe it was the chill in the air that kept the
usual crowd away. Or maybe, as I suspect, the phenomenon I witnessed was intended for my
eyes only.
Did you hear about the UFO sighting near Highland, Illinois a few years back? The man
who saw it, I think he owned a miniature golf course or something, he described it as a huge
black triangle, silent as the night, floating just above the treetops. Lot of other people saw it
too. I believe I saw something like that, except the black triangle in Illinois was described as
having bright, pulsating lights on the corners, while the one I saw did not. The triangle I saw
was so dark, in fact, that I didn’t so much see it appear as I did see a section of the sky over
Clarksburg disappear. Like someone just shut off power to that part of space.
After a few seconds, this brilliant blue light came out the center of the triangle. It came
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down in like a big column, straight down onto the 50 yard line of the East Clarksburg High
School football field.
I fell right off the hood of my brother’s truck and landed in the dirt. I started to scramble
to my feet, but I froze there, on my hands and knees, when I saw what looked like a figure
float down through the column of light.
Like a fuzzy white silhouette, but Clint, when it landed on the 50 yard line, kneeling in a
position not unlike my own, I knew that it was Wayne.
Because I just knew. When every nerve in your body, every cell, tells you that you’re
witnessing the impossible, you don’t argue. You just change your definition of impossible.
You know, they never actually found his body.
I didn’t even bother grabbing the rest of the beer. I dashed back to the truck, and Clint,
my hands were shaking something fierce as I fumbled with the keys. It took me three tries
to get the truck started. I remember watching the beer fly off the hood as I backed up and
turned about, and I told myself that it didn’t matter because if this was really happening, I
would never drink again.
I sped down the hill, fast enough that I was afraid I might go crashing through the
guardrail and into the ravine, and swerved onto Highway 19. Didn’t even look for oncoming
traffic. It’s a damn wonder I wasn’t T-boned. My heart was pounding, and I kept repeating, I
think I repeated to myself, ‘Please wait. Please wait for me.’
Right as I came off 19 and turned onto Fields Road, a shape popped up in front of the
truck and there was nothing I could do. I ran right over it. I figured it was a deer, they’re
always wandering out of the woods right around there. Under any other circumstances, I’d
have stopped and checked on it, you have to believe I would, but I couldn’t. Not when my
brother was waiting for me.
I got to the high school and sprinted from my truck and hopped the fence into the
stadium. The light was gone. I ran to the 50 yard line, but he wasn’t there. You won’t believe
this, Clint, but I tell you, it felt like losing my brother all over again. But as I stood there bent
over, trying to catch my breath, I saw the proof of what I’d seen. A perfect circle of scorched
grass, centered right on the 50 yard line.
I don’t know, Clint. My guess is that the government came in and removed the evidence.
Replacing the grass on a high school football field overnight, in the middle of summer?
That’s nothing. Not for them.
No, I didn’t know him. I never even met the guy. Wouldn’t have known him from a hole
in the ground. And anybody who tells you otherwise is a fucking liar.
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Andrew Gretes
Character Calls the Story Hotline
He pulled out his wallet and dialed the number. “It’s not working…” he muttered into
the phone.
The representative on the other end of the line was seated in her chair, raising her hands
to the ceiling and tucking them back into her chest, performing the mandatory call-center
exercise known as “The Runaway Mountain Climber.”
“I’m truly sorry to hear that, Mr. Richter.” Her voice through the wireless headset was
flat. Except for adverbs. She pronounced her adverbs 10 decibels higher for the benefit of her
supervisor.
“Look, I just want it to work…”
“Yes, of course. I absolutely understand your inconvenience. Tell me, Mr. Richter, have
you consulted Freytag’s Pyramid?”
“That’s what I’m trying to tell you. I’m looking at it right now.”
Mr. Richter stared at the items hanging on his wall. Degrees. Pictures of marriage,
children, vacations, etc. He stared at the files on his desk. A notarized separation agreement.
An affidavit of irretrievable breakdown.
“They’re all here,” he said. “There’s rising action, climax, falling action—”
“Dénouement? Is there dénouement?”
“There’s goddamn closure.”
“And Mr. Richter, just for clarification, may I have your POV?”
The call-center representative moved on to “The Hungry Giraffe,” reaching her arms to
the ceiling and lingering, touching her palms together and lifting her chin until the back of
her head was nudged into her spine.
“Mr. Richter, are you still there?”
“Yes…”
“Is it possible perhaps you’ve slipped into using the second person?”
“No.”
“And the protagonist wants something?”
“Of course I want something; I want it to work!”
“Mr. Richter, I deeply sympathize with your frustration—”
“Can I return it, get a new one?”
The call-center representative transitioned to “The Clumsy Piano Player.” Swiveling in
her chair, she dangled her wrists up and down as her supervisor conducted the entire room
with a pen in his hand.
“I’m afraid the warranty is expired. But let me tell you what I positively can do for you
right now—”
He hung up. He folded his hands on his paunch. Looked down and sighed: “Round, I’m
even round. It doesn’t make any sense. Why doesn’t it work?”
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Melissa Llanes Brownlee
Dirty Lickins
Sherri and I were walking home from school when we saw Roger playing in the street.
We always walked through Kaimalino Housing. That’s where all the people on food stamps
lived. Kaimalino was old with paint that looked like black lines dripping down to the
concrete and skinny louvered windows that stared down at you as you walked by. Roger was
in Mr. Chee’s class with us, but we knew he was lolo because he went to a special room for
lolo kids. His hair was always dirty, he probably had ukus, and his clothes were always ripped
up and holey. Even his slippahs had holes in them. Kaimalino had a huge monkey pod tree
that dropped pods all down the slanting street, getting squished by cars, and sometimes we
would throw the pods at some of the kids that lived there because they were on food stamps
and my mom said that people on food stamps were lazy.
Teri, dea stay Rogah. Let’s go make fun of him, let’s try make him cry.
Nah, I no like.
How come? You chicken?
I no stay chicken. I just like go home watch She-Ra. Let’s just throw some monkey pods
at him and go home. I still gotta cook rice and clean da bathroom before I get dirty lickins.
Shoots, we go.
I liked Sherri. She lived two streets up from me, and she was in the same Ward. We
played together at school and sometimes at church, if we could get away with it, and told
people that we were calabash cousins, even though we really wanted to be sisters. Walking
over to where Roger was playing with his Transformers, I wondered where he got them
because his mom was on Welfare and both my parents worked, and I never got toys to
play with. I didn’t even have a Barbie doll. Sherri bent down and picked up a pod from the
ground. It looked like a long curving claw that belonged to one of those monsters we read
about in school during story time. She started to sing Rogah is lolo, Rogah is lolo, and she
threw the pod at his face. She missed, but Roger looked up and smiled.
Why you stay smiling? Stupid ha’ole. Don’t you know when people stay making fun of
you?
I picked up a pod, the sap sticking to my fingers, and threw it at his head. I didn’t miss,
and he started crying.
Rogah is lolo. Rogah is lolo.
Why for you stay crying, ha’ole? Stop crying, or else we going beef you. You like me give
you something to cry about? I going, you know, if you no stop crying.
He just kept crying. Hanabata was hanging down his nose, and he wasn’t even wiping it
off. I just wanted to keep throwing monkey pods until he knew how stupid he looked. I bent
down to pick up another pod, but my hand grabbed a rock. It felt sharp in my hands and the
gray dirt stuck to the sap between my fingers and on my palm. I saw Roger’s head, and all I
wanted to do was throw that rock as hard as I could. Maybe then he would stop being so lolo
and I would stop wanting to hurt him.
Rogah is lolo. Rogah is lolo.
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And, all I wanted to do was stop her and stop him. I knew if I threw it hard enough, they
would both shut up. I just wanted to throw and throw. Stop crying, stop crying, stop crying. I
lifted my arm over my head and let fly.
Rogah is lolo. Rogah is lolo. Rogah is lolo.
The rock hit him right in the face and Sherri shut up. He just sat there, not crying, and
I wanted to tell him, what, one rock finally shut you up, but I didn’t. Then, he started to cry,
but it wasn’t the loud cry from before, it was a quiet cry. His body just shook, and I didn’t
like it. I wanted the loud cry back. Sherri touched my arm. We started walking, and I could
just barely hear Roger crying, and I wasn’t mad at him for being lolo anymore and for having
Transformers when I couldn’t even have a Barbie. I just wanted to go home and watch
cartoons.
I got home and cleaned the bathroom and straightened up my room and cooked the rice
and did my homework in front of the TV. He-Man was fighting the evil Skeletor and She-Ra
was lost and the SDF-1 was stranded out towards Pluto and had to fight its way back through
the Zentradi fleet to Earth. I heard my mom’s car in the garage. She was home early. I quickly
turned off the TV and sat at the kitchen table, pretending I was doing my homework. 9
times 9 is 81. 8 times 9 is 72. I hated the times tables, but we got gold stars, if we finished the
fastest. My mom came in; I got up and gave her a kiss. She smelled like the bank she worked
at, like money, or, how I thought money smelled like.
How was your day, mom?
Teri-girl, how come you didn’t change out of your school clothes? Didn’t you clean the
bathroom today? I thought I told you to clean the bathroom.
I did clean it.
Don’t you talk back to me.
She turned me around and pulled at my school clothes. Then, she walked into the
bathroom and lifted the seat.
I see you did clean it. Well as long as you didn’t ruin your school clothes. Go change
right now, and come help me with dinner.
Yes, mom.
After I changed clothes, I walked back into the kitchen and my mom was standing by
the sink, washing lettuce.
Teri-girl, where’s the Tupperware you took your lunch in?
In my backpack.
You never clean them out yet?
No, I neva.
You come here, right now.
Why?
Don’t you make me ask you again.
I walked over to her at the kitchen sink and she had the big wooden spoon in her hand.
I knew I was going to get it, because I forgot to clean out her Tupperware when I got home.
She hit me on the head real hard because I have a real hard head, at least that’s what she says,
and I started crying.
No cry or I going really give you something to cry about.
She raised the spoon above my head. I tried to stop crying, but my head really hurt. I
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rubbed my nose on my shirtsleeve and she hit me on the head again. Damn that spoon hurt.
I was grateful that was the first thing she grabbed to hit me with. Could’ve been my dad’s
army belt. One time she got so mad at me and my baby sister because we ate all her Oreos
that she made us pull down our pants and she had my dad give us lickins with his army belt.
That belt had ridges on its buckle to keep the belt in place and when my dad whacked me
with that part of it, it would catch and yank skin off. My ‘okole was sore for weeks. I even had
to go to a slumber party, where all the girls showered together, and I couldn’t because I didn’t
want them to see the bruises and scabs. So I was pretty happy it was just the wooden spoon
and not the belt, or the vacuum cord, or the cast iron frying pan, or the back of a knife. I
rubbed my face on my sleeve again.
Go get it, now.
She hit me on my ‘okole as I walked to my backpack by the kitchen table. I pulled out
the yellow square as big as my hands. There was still food inside and I knew my mom would
know that I ate school lunch instead of home lunch, and I was really going to get it, but it
was hamburger day and that beats mushy canned corn beef any day.
You kids, you neva appreciate anything. Dad and I, we work all day. Your dad, he gets up
four o’clock in the morning to work at the hotel and for what? So his kids no appreciate what
he works so hard for buy?
She raised the spoon again. I tried to duck out of the way when I gave her the
Tupperware, but she pulled on one of my braids, yanking me back towards the sink. I almost
yelled out, but I knew if I did she would pop me one in the mouth.
What is this? You neva eat your lunch?
I didn’t want to say anything, but I knew that she would whack me if I didn’t.
I neva like eat em, was hambaga day at school, so I when eat that.
I was crying. Her hand was still pulling my hair. I wondered if my older sister hadn’t
braided my hair, would mom have been able to grab me so easily? I hated my sister. This was
all her fault. She should never have braided my hair. I wouldn’t be getting lickins from my
mom, if it wasn’t for her.
So you when eat that, huh? You when waste good food, so you can eat hamburger? Well
you going eat it now.
She opened up the container, a stinky sweet smell reached out to my nose. She shoved
the Tupperware in my face.
Eat it, eat it now. I want you to lick it clean.
I don’t want to.
She hit me across the back and then on the head again.
If you don’t, I’m getting the belt. Eat it.
The smell made me want to throw up, and I didn’t want to eat it, but I knew that if I
didn’t, she would really give me dirty dirty lickins, so I lifted the mushy sandwich to my
mouth and shoved it in because I really didn’t want it in my mouth, and I held my breath as I
chewed and my mother just stared at me with that look. I swear she just wanted to break me
into little pieces and dump me in the ocean. I was trying so hard not to cry and I wanted to
really throw up because I had to breathe and the mushy sandwich was so gross, but if I spat
it out, she would get the belt. I swallowed and she hit me on the head again, and I ran to the
bathroom and threw up. She came running after me.
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Why are you throwing up? Don’t you dare throw up!
I couldn’t stop. I just kept throwing up and crying, and I was glad I did change into my
home clothes because there was hanabata and mushy corn beef and Roman Meal bread
down the front of my t-shirt. I couldn’t breathe. I tried to put my hands over my head, but
she just kept hitting me again and again, and I couldn’t stop heaving. I wanted her to stop. I
wanted her to be a good mother. I wanted her to bake cookies. My hands felt broken as she
hit them out of the way. Finally, she stopped hitting me and sat down next to me.
I’m sorry. Sometimes you kids make me so mad.
She rubbed my back right where she hit me and I tried not to move.
Why don’t you go ‘au ‘au, and then go to bed. I’ll bring you some milk to settle your
stomach.
She got up and walked out. I tried to stand, but my legs wouldn’t hold me up. I crawled
into the shower and took off my home clothes and tried to clean myself up. I couldn’t stop
crying. On TV, parents don’t make their kids eat rotten food. I wiped myself off and picked
up my throw up clothes. I tried to rinse them but pieces of bread and corn beef stayed stuck
to my t-shirt. I squeezed out the water. I tried to clean the tub and the toilet but my head and
hands hurt. I knew I was going to get it for messing up the bathroom.
I walked to my bedroom and put on my sleeping clothes. I wiped my eyes and nose on
the towel before wrapping my hair because I’m not supposed to sleep with wet hair. It was
heavy and made me feel like my hair would come out. I tried to stop crying. I went back
to the bathroom to brush my teeth. I couldn’t go to bed without brushing my teeth and
my breath smelled like throw up. I didn’t look in the mirror. I got my toothbrush and put
toothpaste on it. I looked at my arms and hands. I wondered what I would tell Sherri.
I knelt down by my bed. I ran a finger along a single raised stripe. I put my hands
together, bowed my head and closed my eyes. Dear Heavenly Father, please bless my mother
and father. Please bless my sisters and Sherri, and also please bless Roger. In the name of
Jesus Christ, Amen.
I pulled off the bedspread and folded it neatly. I got under the blanket and pulled it up to
my chin. I closed my eyes. I imagined a mother tucking me in and kissing my forehead and
telling me she loved me and to have sweet dreams. And I prayed.
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Jacob Oet
note to self
stop wasting time wishing to write better
Write
all that you ever wanted to see printed across the faces of stars
like postage stamps Write letters to the universe
and back
and walk outside every once in a while
just to hear the applause of leaves
smell the clouds and their glorious soft tickled whites like eggs
laugh because you’ve never seen a silver lining, only soft daubs of pink
like bacon. Make this your breakfast, waking up
to the birds tracing black arrows across the sky
watch this through eyes
like telescope lenses
and wonder at wonder, and please
let happiness please you and
thank you is a nice thing to say
every once in a while.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Spring 2011 and was selected by Tina
McKee, Assistant Marketing & Development Editor, as the highlight for Issue 1.
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Chelsea DeRose
Idaho Cento
i keep you in a flower vase
a fenced in piece of nothing
in dead parking lots, waiting
for the ashtray to lead me astray.
under florescent lights
in that jonquil dress
all the billboards
are our best friends.
on the shadows of over passing planes
made of hay and cornhusks
the moon is rowing
and the devil is a railroad car.
like a stretch of future graveyards
pin your heartbeat up as i light
a fire underneath myself, the bonnet
wears a wire albatross
singing just a little bit.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Fall 2011 and was selected by Jessica
Jordan, Managing Editor, as the highlight for Issue 2.
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Ben Nardolilli
Irritable Canaries
Or maybe we can go to puncture
When we realize all substance,
Urban special or suburban glacial
Is stubborn made, and so
Inconsistent in its weaknesses.
Nothing seems so weary
Enough to split itself in front of us,
Or ignite for our pleasure,
Turning into tricks for fires
Motioning for some self-destruction.
Quick, think of what might
Be hiding from our wandering,
We should go and pursue it, though
I cannot imagine anything
Capable of being defeated by lying.
Take up a bouquet of needles,
Hypodermic and arboreal,
We will have to learn to tempt
With the sharp edges, a lesson gained
If we decide to go puncture.
We will have to begin with snow,
Easy to first part, then easier to melt,
Snow is no burden except
For the dams and rivers in spring,
So now let us partake in parting snow.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Spring 2012 and was selected by Linda
Strahl, former JFR editor, as the highlight for Issue 3.
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Dane Hamann
Moonlight by Edvard Munch
The outbursts of your mind are
considered automatic & stylized
open spaces. Your hand just glides,
seeing the way night takes a lungful.
Consider this sky & shoreline,
a thin white channel of bone
dripping like wax. A cloistered
midsummer awash in a cold palette.
Maybe it’s all cloud to you, or sunset
triggered by a pushbutton moon.
It’s form unanchored. A confrontation
coming into view from the forest’s edge.
You try to plump up the scene. Boughs,
impossibly swollen, starving toothpick trees.
Your best choice was an island. A shadow
of bedrock brushed with weightless gray.
You find the fullness of such a night
too easy, so you daub it out of habit
while I choke on the heat of pre-dinner
drinks, my heart caroming inside
a perfectly sized shot glass. Pour me one
more, painter, anchor me to this shore.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Fall 2012 and was selected by Sabrina
Parr, Assistant Managing Editor and Submissions Manager, as the highlight for Issue 4.
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Brittany Nelson

Test

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Spring 2013 and was selected by Audrey
Heiberger, Layout Editor, as one of the highlights for Issue 5.
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Sara Tracey
Stella Teaches Me the Body
			
because we’ve all been loved & demolished
				
–Jan Beatty, “Shower w/notebook”
I have no interest in a body free from scars.
I want to know where you’ve been cut,
where you first learned
			
the taste of fire.
Once, I wanted tenderness/a boy
who would touch
my face
as if it were made of glass.
		
I will not break. My body
					was made to stretch.
I keep track of bruises in a spiral notebook.
#217: knees against cement
#329: I swear, he didn’t mean to…
			
Good morning? I am black and blue.
			
This is my body saying to me: no more.
		
Men are just flesh.
They whisper my name
so no one knows they need me.
Forget propriety.
I am not a vault.
What I take in I do not keep. Wear a hat/
tap shoes/boxing gloves.
Use a condom.
I used to be afraid
to say cunt, to say touch me here.
I used to be afraid to say no.
		
The first man I loved taught me
to use my body for revenge.
He never used his fists, but if you met him,
you wouldn’t believe me.
		
When I broke my nose on Christmas eve
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							kissing
				
an icy patch of concrete,
		
my mother wanted to call the cops.
		
He kept me
			hungry/afraid
			
but treated my body like a gift
				he was forever unwrapping.
Once, I loved a man who couldn’t see me
unless I crawled into his lap. Careless/reckless
		
a man with hands made for prayer
		
and demolition. I begged
			
him to notice. I left my front door open
			
so he could find me/enter/
		
where he wanted. When he was a child
			
his father hung himself. When he was a child
			
he learned how to leave people
				wanting.
I used to want a man
who could make me feel small,
lift me like a gun.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Spring 2013 and was selected by
Christine Sellin, former JFR editor, as one of the highlights for Issue 5.
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Dennis Herbet
Your Mom and the Sea Cows
That trailer that teeters on top of the hill, the one filled to the brim with all those things, is
just a short car ride away. This is where you’re headed today.
“Your mom is just going through a rough patch bud,” your dad says with both hands
on the bottom of the steering wheel. He’s cruising in the right lane, letting all who want to
pass zip on by. “You’re important to her, these visits are important to her.”
Everything you tried this morning fell through, all your efforts for naught. The fake
stomachache, the fake headache, the fake homework, hell even tried the fake Saturday
school detention, it didn’t fly. It was never going to fly. You knew but had to try and take
your shots.
He’ll pull off the highway and drive along the creek but he’ll never take you to the
top of the hill. It’s always a drop off at the bottom. And you’ll have to climb up the rocky
brown dirt road. If it’s dry like today, it’s dusty, and your bare legs will be appropriately
filthy by the end of the walk. You’ll fit right in, you think.
When you pull the creaky tin door open, things will fall out, they always do.
Sometimes it’ll be Beanie Babies, or recyclable cans, or bags of shoes, or naked cabbage
patch kids, or curtains still on their rods, or garbage that needs to be taken out, or
whatever was on the Home Shopping Channel last – boxes of flameless candles. Whatever
it is make sure you get it in back in the trailer before she makes it out of the far bedroom,
sees, and has a fit. You don’t want a repeat of the Mrs. Beasley doll incident.
Inside, you’ll smell hamsters. But don’t get excited, there are no hamsters.
There will be some rustling around in the back room, and then she’ll appear, in a
bathrobe or kimono or long t-shirt, something loose and draping. She may or may not be
smoking, if she is, the cigarette will dangle casually, dangerously between loosely clasped
fingers. Threatening to burn up all that’s been collected.
Because of the clutter she moves cautiously, the path to the front door is engrained in
her, it’s part of her, yet she steps delicately. You watch her walk, and weave around piles,
and duck under clutter, stepping over and in to the room with the invisible couches. The
room you are in.
She’ll say something like, hello darling, or sorry, wasn’t expecting you. She’ll act like
she would’ve cleaned or put something presentable on, but it isn’t true. It’s always the
same.
Oatmeal will be offered, and you’ll accept hoping it’ll be something with fruit in it,
peaches and cream, blueberries and cream. You’re disappointed when it’s brown fucking
sugar and maple, but come on, don’t act so surprised.
She tells you to have a seat, and this part is tricky. You’ll have to look around a bit and
choose carefully. If there is a pile of soft things, if it looks consistent, you’re lucky, nestle
right on in. If the pile looks suspicious, test it out, feel around with your hands before
getting comfortable, you don’t want to dice your ass cheek on a set of kitchen knives again.
While you’re sitting, wedged between the heap of Olympic embroidered sweatshirts
and the industrial-sized Campbell’s soup box filled with miniature lighthouses and
Depression glass, you’ll notice something new today, something you definitely never
noticed before.
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On the crooked shelf, the one balancing atop two nails in the wall, rests a porcelain
manatee, the cow of the sea. And when you get the chance to take a closer look, you’ll
notice more, smaller ones, a family, or flock, or herd, whatever the term. They’re neat, and
organized, free from dust above all the commotion below.
You’ve had this urge before. You want those sea cows. Just like you wanted that
crystal dragon and the troll doll with crazy hair and a jewel for a bellybutton. But things
don’t leave the trailer, this was made clear. When they’re in they’re in, and you can expect
stinging swats on your ass for disobeying the rule.
When your mom runs out of cigarettes, she’ll tell you she’ll be right back. She’s in
different clothes, better clothes and makeup. You watch her leave with a slap of the tin
door and wait to hear her rusty jeep start up with a rumble and screeching like mice.
Very carefully, you place each one of the sea cows in a separate pocket so they won’t
clang together and make noise or chip.
Instead of letting the shelf remain empty, you manage a dried starfish, a blue glass
dolphin, and two sandollars, keeping with the aquatic theme will make it less noticeable
you think, and place them up there casually, not too neat.
You imagine your mom returning home and looking right at the shelf.
“My manatees, my fucking sea cows, tell me where they are,” she’ll yell and point and head
to the kitchen to get the spoon for whoopin-butts the one that’s spruce, firm with the
perfect amount of flex. You would have to come clean then.
You sit, and wait, you stress and imagine. You contemplate putting them back, giving
it all up. But you don’t, you want them, and you’re going get them this time.
There are boxes blocking the TV. You move them just so, and make a little cubby for
the screen. It’s like watching cartoons down at the end of a short hallway, a cardboard
hallway. Time goes by, the shows change; your mom isn’t coming back, not anytime soon
at lease. This has happened before. You know what to do. When you’re tired of cartoons,
you call your dad.
You hear him pull up outside, he came all the way up the hill this time, the rocks pop
and crunch under his tires. He gives the horn a honk.
As you’re climbing into the car one of the sea cows clanks on the plastic side of the seat.
Your dad looks at you, then at your pockets, then straight ahead and puts the car in gear.
Back down the hill you go, under the old oak branches and along the creek, past the
tavern on the corner, and onto the interstate.
At home, in your room, you clear off the top of the dresser. Shoving all the books
and pictures, the wooden letters that spell your name, the cup full of pencils and pens,
all the papers with doodles and grades, into a pile on the floor. You carefully remove the
sea cows from their individual pockets and place them one at a time on to their new spot.
You think about all the other manatee knick knacks out there. The places where you could
find them. You think about how you’d like to gather them all up and have them here in
this room with you.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Fall 2013 and was selected by Ashley
Castillo, Layout Editor and eBook Creator, as the highlight for Issue 6.
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Cecilia Pinto
Jellyfish
Impossibly, Manning and his mother were having the same dream.
“The funniest thing,” she said, “last night I dreamed that all anyone had to do was put
their hands over their ears, bend their knees, and with a little push, float up into the air. It
was marvelous.”
Manning felt the hairs on his arm stand up.
His mother spoke while rearranging two needlepoint pillows so that the one that had
been in front was now behind. “The only thing was that while everyone’s head looked
perfectly normal, mine felt as if it was huge, like,” she paused, staring at the pillows.
“Like a pumpkin?” Manning asked.
“Yes, like a big pumpkin, a carving pumpkin.”
Manning didn’t tell his mother that he’d had the same dream. He told his sister.
“That is so typical,” Alice said, embroidering furiously. “Of course Mom would be
dreaming about you.”
“She wasn’t dreaming about me, we had the same dream.”
“Well, she’s never had the same dream as me,” Alice said.
“She didn’t mention the shoes,” Manning said, “so maybe it wasn’t exactly the same.”
“What about the shoes?”
“It felt as if I was wearing heavy shoes, like the hooves of a cartoon cow. I couldn’t see
them. It’s hard to move your head.” He spoke more to himself now. “I think you need to
keep your hands on your ears.”
“What happens if you don’t?” Alice asked.
It turned out if you took your hands off your ears, you floated up. If you looked down
at your feet, which appeared to be perfectly normal, despite the weighty feeling, you fell.
Manning discovered this tumbling down and out of sleep one morning.
He limped into the kitchen. His mother said, “I had that dream again.”
“What dream?” Manning’s father appeared in the kitchen, his bathrobe belt trailing
behind him.
“Mom flies around with a pumpkin head.” Alice said. “He does too.” She jerked her
thimbled thumb at Manning.
“You do?” Manning’s mother said. “I’ve never seen you there.”
“There are other people there?” Alice was beside herself. “Who else is there?”
“Oh, I don’t know. Everyone seems occupied with whatever they’re doing. I don’t want
to interrupt.”
“What are they doing?” Alice appeared as if her own head might grow larger. It was at
the very least, changing color.
“I’ve had lots of flying dreams,” Manning’s father said, “strange bicycle contraptions
with wings, great fun.”
Manning and his mother looked at each other. Whatever he was talking about they
both knew that Manning’s father was not experiencing what they were experiencing.
There were no machines; everyone was self-propelled through the vast, lavender space.
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Manning recognized some of the other people floating there; a life guard from the
pool, a substitute teacher he’d had in fifth grade. No one spoke to anyone else. He tried
acknowledging people as they passed, but everyone seemed, as his mother had said,
occupied in something.
He saw a friend of his mother’s, Nora Wooley. She smiled pleasantly as they passed
each other but didn’t seem to see him. He began to wonder about his mother.
He asked her, “Do you see people you know?”
“Oh yes,” she said, scraping carrot skins into the sink. “Remember Doctor Lieberman?
You had that odd rash. And that heavy-set man that sat in the back row at church.”
“Have you ever seen me?”
She apologized, “No darling, I never have.”
And this began to bother Manning. Why hadn’t his mother seen him?
Alice squinted as she threaded a needle. “Well do you see her?”
“I saw Nora Wooley.”
“What? What was she doing?” And then before he could respond, Alice added, “Oh
my God, that is hysterical. You know,” she said point her needle at him, “I’m beginning to
think you are experiencing a shared psychosis.”
Manning felt reasonably sure it was not psychosis. The more nights he floated, the
more people appeared. Some nights it was almost impossible to move in any way but in
unison with everyone else. People were vaguely familiar but he never saw anyone he really
knew. He began to wonder how he looked to other floaters. Was his face as placid, as
serene as theirs, or did it look how he felt, increasingly panicked, claustrophobic?
“It’s like this,” Manning’s mother was showing Alice a photograph from a magazine.
The caption read, A Smack of Jellyfish in the Pacific.
“A smack?” Alice asked.
“That’s what they’re called, a smack of jellyfish,” Manning’s mother said. “You know,
like a gaggle of geese, a mischief of mice.”
“But a smack?” Alice said. “A slime would be better, a slime of jellyfish. Ooh, they give
me the heebie-jeebies.”
The creatures pictured were a gelatinous mass of pink and purple tentacles dangling.
It was obvious to Manning that none of them were thinking about anything. He became
mildly nauseous wondering if somewhere in that smack was a jellyfish like himself,
striving to connect in some meaningful way with other jellyfish. He investigated the
picture closely imagining that he might find one jellyfish staring at the photographer. “Do
they have eyes?” He asked.
“Jellyfish do not have eyes; they have ocelli, or eye pits,” said Manning’s father. He read
from the magazine article while scratching his head. “No eyes and no brain,” he added.
Manning decided to confide in his friend Arby as they sat in a fast food restaurant
eating spicy chicken fingers. Arby was philosophical. “Dude, it’s like when I found my
dad’s porn.”
“No it’s not. How is it like that?”
“That time my dad got fired? He didn’t want to go back because of what he’d said and
shit. He sent me to clean out his locker and there were magazines with pictures of Asian
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chicks. And first I was like, whoa, and then I was like, dude!”
“How is that like my dream?”
“You and your mom are the same. You have the same hobby or whatnot.”
“It’s not a hobby and I don’t have a choice.”
Arby shook his head, “Dude, who does?”
Manning poked some fries into a glop of red, gelatinous ketchup but then left them
there.
Maybe he did have a choice. He tried staying awake but failed. He took cold medicine
in an effort to knock himself beyond dreaming but that didn’t work.
One night when the group swooshed pleasantly up or around, he tried to move
in the other direction which sometimes meant just not moving at all. It required great
concentration but his efforts began to have some effect. If he removed his hands from his
ears, then looked at his feet, then replaced his hands quickly he shifted in a herky jerky
way.
He was in the kitchen with a slice of orange in his mouth when he felt his mother
standing in the doorway staring at him. Alice sat at the table sorting embroidery threads.
“Something very strange,” his mother said.
“What,” said Alice, “what?”
“Your brother,” Manning’s mother said. “Your brother is up to something.”
Manning grinned an orange rind grin.
That night he again was effective in not moving with the group and for the first time
he heard a sound in the silent, velvet world. A voice called, “Stop it, stop it, stop it.”
He kept going, away from the group, away into something else.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Spring 2014 and was selected by Tim
Fitzpatrick, Consultant, as the highlight for Issue 7.
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Kelly Nelson
En Su Llama Mortal
En su llama mortal la luz te envuelve.
Absorta, pálida doliente, así situada
contra las viejas hélices del crepúsculo
que en torno a ti da vueltas.
Muda, mi amiga,
sola en lo solitario de esta hora de muertes
y llena de las vidas del fuego,
pura heredera del día destruido.
Del sol cae un racimo en tu vestido oscuro.
De la noche las grandes raíces
crecen de súbito desde tu alma,
y a lo exterior regresan las cosas en ti ocultas.
de modo que un pueblo pálido y azul
de ti recién nacido se alimenta.
Oh grandiosa y fecunda y magnética esclava
círculo que en negro y dorado sucede:
erguida, trata y logra una creación tan viva
que thesucumben sus flores, y llena es de tristeza.

						great
						hidden things

Erasure of “En Su Llama Mortal,” poem #2 in Pablo Neruda’s Veinte poemas de amor y una
canción de desesperada (Twenty Love Poems and a Song of Despair)
This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Fall 2014 and was selected by
Dominique Dusek, former JFR editor, as the highlight for Issue 8.
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Jennifer Perrine
Easter Weekend, 1998
Snow appeared like alms that Thursday,
freshly minted coins that glinted
in the headlights’ glow, the long miles
home through that blizzard flung, reckless,
atop April’s blooms. The highway
had closed, no one on the road save
us. All broadcasts announced makeshift
shelters in churches—I begged you
to stop. You would not. When we hit
a slick spot, when the car spun out,
I counted each flash of the rail
past my window—three, four—shouted
pump the brakes. In those slow moments,
I saw each plump flake that burdened
the trees. I watched the median
rise, white leviathan, white sea.
The whole time, you screamed, I’m sorry
I killed you. I cannot shake those
words. I wound them tight to replace
the dim thread that unspooled from me
when, even as your body cooled
among the mounting drifts, I still
believed that we would weather death.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Spring 2015 and was selected by
Michael Cotter, Poetry Editor, as the highlight for Issue 9.
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Ruth Madievsky
Nesting Dolls
I’ve been waking with an empty net in my hands.
				
I’ve been re-reading the Neruda poem
			
about the rain taking off her clothes.
Tonight the moon is a surgical mask and the stars psych ward refugees.
							 Somewhere in this zip code,
				
two teenagers are making a backseat holy,
their hips harmonizing with the radio, a gun in the glove compartment.
There is always a gun in the glove compartment,
		
just as there will always be parties where I accept a ride home
						
from someone whose name
		
I’ve spent the last two hours dragging through dirt.
Right now,
you think I’m eating pasta with a friend who has a PhD and a dog
				
and doesn’t feel like a spare tire most of the time.
Really, I’m home, thinking about nesting dolls
and how all my life I’ve been a charley horse in the thigh of some god.
				
There’s this dream where my heart is a salted pretzel,
which is better than the one where my body is a looted ship,
							
which isn’t a dream at all.
		
I keep thinking we are in the temple of the apathetic ghost
		
or picturing us on Plymouth Rock,
					
where I am burying the flag of my finger
		
beneath the band of your jeans.
Call me an armchair romantic.
Call me when you finish your old Cuban,
		
when you leave the bar with the beautiful women on tap,
so I can tell you I’ve decided not to be a broken window anymore.
					
It’s going to be all rapid-fire dick jokes
and YouTube videos of Celtic dance from here on out.
			
We’ll be a Labor Day barbeque.
I’ll be the watermelon
and you can be the spoon.

This piece was published by Jet Fuel Review in the Fall 2015 and was selected by Mary
Egan, Founding Editor, as the highlight for Issue 10.
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Poetry
Carl Boon
Carl Boon lives and works in Istanbul, Turkey. Recent or forthcoming poems appear in
Posit, The Tulane Review, Badlands, JuxtaProse, The Blue Bonnet Review, and many other
magazines.

Brenda Cardenas
Brenda Cárdenas is the author of Boomerang (Bilingual Review Press, 2009) and the
chapbooks Bread of the Earth/The Last Colors with Roberto Harrison (2011) and From
the Tongues of Brick and Stone (2005). She also co-edited Between the Heart and the
Land: Latina Poets in the Midwest (2001). Cárdenas’ poems and essays have appeared or
are forthcoming in Poetry, Latina/o Poetics, The Golden Shovel Anthology, City Creatures:
Animal Encounters in the Chicago Wilderness, Angels of the Americlypse: New Latino/a
Writing, The Wind Shifts: New Latino Poetry, Pilgrimage, The City Visible: Chicago Poetry
for the New Century, and RATTLE, among others. Cárdenas served as the Milwaukee Poet
Laureate from 2010-2012, and in 2014, the Library of Congress recorded a reading of her
work for their Spotlight on U. S. Hispanic Writers. She is an Associate Professor in the
Creative Writing Program at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.

Adam Clay
Adam Clay is the author of A Hotel Lobby at the Edge of the World (Milkweed Editions,
2012) and The Wash (Free Verse Editions, 2006). His poems have appeared in Boston
Review, Ploughshares, Crab Orchard Review, and online at Poetry Daily and the Academy
of American Poets’ Poem-A-Day project. He co-edits Typo Magazine, serves as a Book
Review Editor for Kenyon Review, and teaches at the University of Illinois Springfield.

Kristina Marie Darling & John Gallaher
John Gallaher & Kristina Marie Darling were born in Portland and Tulsa. Their
collaborations appear in OmniVerse, Requited, diode, and elsewhere. They currently live
and write in rural Missouri while also taking frequent trips on the bullet train from Paris
to Agen.

Darrell Dela Cruz
Darrell Dela Cruz graduated from San Jose State’s MFA Program for Poetry. His work has
appeared in or will appear forthcoming in The William & Mary Review, Grasslimb, Rock &
Sling, OCA Enizagam, and Thin Air. He tries to analyze poems on his blog
retailmfa.blogspot.com or rather he acknowledges his misinterpretations of poems.

Matthew Guenette
Matthew Guenette is the author of two collections: American Busboy (U. of Akron Press,
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2011) and Sudden Anthem (Dream Horse Press, 2008). He lives, works, uses the oxford
comma, and loses sleep in Madison, WI.

Dane Hamann
Dane Hamann works as an editor for a textbook publisher in the southwest suburbs of
Chicago. He received his MFA in Creative Writing from Northwestern University, where
he currently serves as the poetry editor of TriQuarterly.

Cassandra Jing Thong Hsiao
Cassandra Hsiao is a junior in the Creative Writing conservatory at the Orange County
School of the Arts. She is an editor of her school’s award winning art and literary
magazine, Inkblot, and has been nationally recognized by the Scholastic Art and Writing
Awards. Cassandra is also a teen reporter for three online outlets and a journalist for the
Los Angeles’ Times High School Insider.

Jason Koo
Jason Koo is the author of two collections of poetry, America’s Favorite Poem and Man
on Extremely Small Island. An assistant teaching professor of English at Quinnipiac
University, Koo is also the founder and executive director of Brooklyn Poets and creator of
The Bridge. He lives in Brooklyn.

Matthew LaFreniere
Matt LaFreniere lives with his wife and daughter in Baltimore City. He teaches English
at the Boys’ Latin School of Maryland. His work has appeared in Pilgrimage Magazine,
Schuylkill Valley Journal, Spry Literary Magazine, Utter, and others.

Michelle Lewis
Michelle Lewis lives in Maine. Her poetry and essays have appeared in several journals,
including Gettysburg Review, Poet Lore, and Spoon River Poetry Review. She is the author
of a chapbook, The Desire Line, published by Moon Pie Press in 2006. Her chapbook, Who
Will Be Frenchy? is forthcoming (Fall 2016) from dancing girl press.

Ruth Madievsky
Ruth Madievsky’s first poetry collection, Emergency Brake, was named Tavern Books’
2015-2016 Wrolstad Contemporary Poetry Series selection and is forthcoming in January
2016. Her work has appeared or is forthcoming in Gulf Coast, Prairie Schooner, Rattle,
ZYZZYVA, and elsewhere. She was a 2015 Tin House Scholar in Poetry. She is originally
from Moldova and lives in Los Angeles, where she is a doctoral student at USC’s School of
Pharmacy. You can find her at ruthmadievsky.com.

Irene Mathieu
Irène Mathieu is a pediatrician and writer based in Philadelphia. Her poetry, prose, and
photography can be found in The Caribbean Writer, The Lindenwood Review, Muzzle
Magazine, qarrtsiluni, Extract(s), Diverse Voices Quarterly, Journal of General Internal
Medicine, Los Angeles Review, Callaloo Journal, HEArt Journal, and elsewhere. She has
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been a Pushcart Prize nominee, a Callaloo fellow, and a Fulbright scholar. Her poetry
chapbook the galaxy of origins was published in 2014 by dancing girl press.

Stephen C. Middleton
Stephen C. Middleton is a writer working in London, England. He has had five books
published, including A Brave Light (Stride) and Worlds of Pain / Shades of Grace (Poetry
Salzburg). He has been in several anthologies, including Paging Doctor Jazz (Shoestring),
& From Hepworth’s Garden Out(Shearsman, 2010). For several years he was editor of
Ostinato, a magazine of jazz and jazz related poetry, and The Tenormen Press. He has been
in magazines worldwide.

Peter E. Murphy
Peter E. Murphy’s recent essays and poems appear or are forthcoming in Diode, Hawaii
Pacific Review, The Lindenwood Review, Mead, The New Welsh Reader, Passager, Rattle,
Rhino, Sleet Magazine and Tiferet. He is the founder of Murphy Writing of Stockton
University which sponsors the annual Winter Poetry & Prose Getaway and other
programs for poets, writers and teachers in the U.S. and abroad. www.stockton.edu/
murphywriting

Pablo Otavalo
Pablo Otavalo is from Cuenca, Ecuador but now lives and writes in Chicago. He is a
recipient of the 2013 & 2014 Illinois Emerging Poet prize and is currently nominated for
an Illinois Arts Council Literary Award. His work has recently appeared or been featured
by Rhino, Jet Fuel Review, Structo Magazine, Ninth Letter, and Tupelo Press. He’s an avid
chess player and is currently emotionally vulnerable. He can be found at pablootavalo.com

Danielle Pafunda
Danielle Pafunda is author of six books, most recently The Dead Girls Speak in Unison and
Natural History Rape Museum (Bloof Books). She teaches at the University of Wyoming.

Adrian S. Potter
Adrian S. Potter writes poetry and short fiction. He is the author of the fiction chapbook
Survival Notes (Červená Barva Press, 2008) and winner of the 2010 Southern Illinois
Writers Guild Poetry Contest. Some publication credits include Interrobang?!, Clare,
burntdistrict and Kansas City Voices. Additional propaganda can be found at http://
adrianspotter.squarespace.com/.

Meghan Privitello
Meghan Privitello is the author of A New Language for Falling Out of Love (YesYes Books
2015) and the forthcoming chapbook Notes on the End of the World (Black Lawrence
Press, 2016). Poems have appeared in Boston Review, Kenyon Review Online, Gulf Coast,
Please Excuse This Poem: 100 New Poets for the Next Generation, and elsewhere. She is the
recipient of a NJ State Council of the Arts Fellowship in Poetry.
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Christina Pugh
Christina Pugh is the author of three books of poems, including Grains of the Voice
(Northwestern University Press, 2013). Her fourth book, Perception, is forthcoming from
Four Way Books in 2017. She is the recipient of a 2015 Guggenheim fellowship in poetry,
and has also received fellowships and awards from the Poetry Society of America, Poetry
magazine, the Illinois Arts Council, Ragdale, and the Bogliasco Foundation in Liguria,
Italy. Her poems have appeared in The Atlantic Monthly, Poetry, Ploughshares, The Kenyon
Review, and other publications. She is a professor in UIC’s Program for Writers, and
consulting editor for Poetry.

Meggie Royer
Meggie Royer is a writer and photographer from the Midwest who is currently majoring
in Psychology at Macalester College. Her poems have previously appeared in Words Dance
Magazine, The Harpoon Review, Melancholy Hyperbole, and more. She has won national
medals for her poetry and a writing portfolio in the Scholastic Art and Writing Awards,
and was the Macalester Honorable Mention recipient of the 2015 Academy of American
Poets Student Poetry Prize.

Michael Schmeltzer
Michael Schmeltzer is the author of Elegy/Elk River, winner of the Floating Bridge
Press Chapbook Award, and a forthcoming full-length from Two Sylvias Press. He has
been published in various journals such as Rattle, PANK, New South Journal, and MidAmerican Review, with work forthcoming in Meridian, Los Angeles Review, and elsewhere.
He tweets ridiculous things @mschmeltzer01.

Daniel M. Shapiro
Daniel M. Shapiro is the author of How the Potato Chip Was Invented (sunnyoutside press,
2013), a collection of celebrity-centered poems. His recent work has appeared in Across
the Margin, Menacing Hedge, Pittsburgh Poetry Review, Hermeneutic Chaos, Newfound,
and elsewhere. He is a special education teacher who lives in Pittsburgh.

Sara Tracey
Sara Tracey is the author of Some Kind of Shelter (Misty Publication, 2013) and the
chapbook Flood Year (dancing girl press, 2009). A local of northeast Ohio, Sara has
studied at the University of Akron, the NEOMFA, and the University of Illinois at
Chicago.

Donna Vorreyer
Donna Vorreyer resides in the Chicago area and is the author of A House of Many
Windows (Sundress Publications, 2013) as well as six chapbooks, most recently Encantado,
a collaboration with artist Matt Kish (Red Bird Chapbooks). Her second collection Every
Love Story is an Apocalypse Story is forthcoming from Sundress Publications in late 2015.
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Larissa Barnat
Artist’s Statement:
The biggest problem of your life is in your head with self-talk, criticism and negativity.
Overcoming negative habits and changing your behavior is hard. Most people go through
life never having discovered themselves. Losing their sense of direction, or not knowing
who they are from their lost sense of self. Tune out the critics outside and inside.

Andrew Spangler
American artist Andrew Spangler creates illusions of movement providing us contact
with the sublime. An undergraduate at the University of Nebraska Kearney, Andrew is
constantly exploring techniques of the past while challenging our views on contemporary
art. Keep a look out for this young talent as he continues to develop his voice as an artist.
You can keep up with his most recent work at www.andrew-spangler.com

Jenny Chi
Jenny Chi, painter who works in a style reminiscent of the old masters, conducts a
personal, sometimes rather sly dialogue with the Italian Renaissance. As a narrator, her
works introduce a contemporary way of seeing the old tales; an inexhaustible language
that can be learned and shared and always retains the power of saying new things.
Artist’s Statement:
Ke-Hsin Jenny Chi
Inspired by the human figure, I paint in a style reminiscent of the old masters, conducting
a personal, sometimes rather sly dialogue with the Italian Renaissance in particular. My
amicable appropriation of the Best of the West makes one aware of art not just as finished
work but as a way of seeing, an inexhaustible language that can be learned and shared and
always retains the power of saying new things. My subject matters are taken from literary
or mythological tales. As a narrator, I use line, shadow and color as my voice to introduce
the characters. Ancient Greeks and Romans see figures as a symbol of health and beauty;
today, media sees nude as pornography. It’s my goal and philosophy as a figurative artist to
present a positive message through the paintings I create, and hope to make a difference in
our society.
Art is a celebration of life, and to be a great artist, one has to be a humanitarian and love
all beings.

Deborah Stevenson
Deborah Stevenson was born in Washington, DC. She grew up in Tokyo, went to high
school in Baltimore, and got her BA from Sarah Lawrence College in New York. She lived
for many years on the West Coast, and returned to the East Coast, where she lived in
Brooklyn, NYC until 2015, when she relocated to the coastal town of Belfast, Maine.

Terry Wright
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Terry Wright is a writer and artist who lives in Little Rock, Arkansas. His art has been
widely exhibited and has appeared in numerous journals and venues, including Potion,
Pure Francis, Queen Mob’s Tea House, Sliver of Stone, Third Wednesday, and USA Today.
Terry believes his sunrise can beat up yours. More work can be seen on his blog.

Fiction
Kaileen Beckman
Kaileen Beckman is a third year student at Lewis University exploring her passions in
literature and computer forensics. As a Chicago suburbanite, she is eager to break away
from white picket fences and discover the rest of the world (despite her student loans). She
hopes to become a more experienced writer and publish her first novel before graduation.

Justin Eisenstadt
Justin Eisenstadt’s fiction has appeared or is forthcoming in Swarm, GAMBAZine, The
Ilanot Review, Behemoth Review, and Connotation Press. He also co-writes a blog, We
Write Together, with his partner, fellow fiction writer Katherine Bell. Justin, Katherine,
and their three cats live in Spokane, WA.

Andrew Gretes
Andrew Gretes is the author of the novel, How to Dispose of Dead Elephants (Sandstone
Press 2014). His fiction has appeared in such publications as Witness and Front Porch. He
is currently a doctoral student at the University of Southern Mississippi. His website is
http://andrewgretes.com/

Melissa Llanes Brownlee
Melissa Llanes Brownlee is a writer born and raised in Hawaii. She graduated from the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, with an MFA in Fiction. She then moved to Japan to
teach English as an Assistant Language Teacher, where she continues to do so. Her work
will appear in the Fall 2015 issue of Waccamaw, a journal of contemporary literature, as
well as in Issue 5 of the Guide to Kulchur Creative Journal.
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